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Defense i>lanning: Guidance. EX 1994-1992 (U) 

(U) Th:s Defense Planning Guidance addresses the fundamentally 
new situation which has been created by the collapse of the Soviet 
Union -- the diSintegration of the internal as well as the 
external empire, and the discrediting of Communism as an ideology 
with global pretensions and influence. The new international 
environment has also been shaped by the victory of the United 
States and its Coalition allies over Iraqi aggression -- the first 
post-Cold War conflict and a defining event in U.S. global 
leadership. In addition to these two great successes, there has 
been a less visible one, the integration of the leading 
democracies into a U,S.-led system of collective security and the 
creation of a democratic "zone of peace." 

(U) Our fundamental strategic position and choices ate therefore 
very different from those we have faced in the past. The policies 
that we adopt in this new situation will set the nation's 
direction for the next century. Guided by a fundamentally new 
defense strategy, we have today a compelling opportunity to meet 
our defense needs at lower cost. ~s we do SOl we must not 
squander the position of security we achieved at great sacrifice 
through the Cold War, nor eliminate our ability to shape the 
future security environment in ways favorable tQ us and those who 
share our values. 

I. DEFENSE POLICY GOALS ( U ) 

(D) The national security interests of the United States are 
enduring, as outlined in the President's 1991 National Security 
Strategy Report: the survival of the United States as a free and 
independent nation, with its fundamental values intact and its 
institutions and people secure; a healthy and-growing U.S. economy 
to ensure opportunity for individual prosperity and resources for 
national endeavors at home and abroad; healthy, cooperative and 
political:y vigorous relations with allies and friendly nations; 
and a stable and secure world, where political and economic 
freedom, human rights and democratic institutions flouriSh. 

(U) These national security interests can be translated into four 
mutually supportive strategic goals that guide our overall defense 
efforts: 

• 	 Our most fundamental goal is· to deter or ;'defeat attack from 
whatever source, against the.United States, its citizen~ and 
forces, and to honoe our historic and treaty commitments. 
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The second goal is to strengthen and extend the system of 
defense arrangements that binds democratic and like-minded 
nations together in co~~on defense against agg~ession, builds 
habits of cooperation, avoids the renationalization of 
security policies, and provides security at lower costs and 
with lower risks for all. Our preference for a' collective 
response to preclude threats or, if necessarYt to deal with 
them is a key feature of our regional defense strategy. 

• 	 The third goal is to preclude any hostile power from 
dominating a region critical to our interests, and also 
thereby to strengthen the barriers against the reemergence of 
a global threat to the interests of the U.S. and our allies. 
These regions include Europe, East Asia, the Middle 
East/Persian Gulf, and Latin America. Consolidated, 
nondemocratic control of the resources of such a critical 
region could generate a significant threat to our security. 

The fourth goal is to reduce sources of regional instability 
and limit violence should conflict occur, by encouraging the 
spread and consolidation of democratic government and open 
economic systems t and discouraging the spread of destructive 
technology, particularly of weapons of mass destructiot TO 
this end, we must encourage other nations to respect t e rule 
of law and each other's economic, social, ethnic, and g.."4i -1-4. ,....126fi\J 

poli t ieal interests. * eI~/('lJer~, 

(U) To reach these goa1s t the United States must show the 
leadership necessary to encourage sustained cooperation among 
major democratic powers. The alternative would be to leave our 
critical interests and the security of our friends dependent upon 
individual efforts that could be duplicative, competitive, or 
ineffective. We must also encourage and assist Russia J Ukraine, 
and the other new republics of the former Soviet Union in 
establishing democratic pOlitical systems and free markets so they 
too can join the democratic ·zone of peace." 

{U) A collective response will not always be timely and, in the 
absence of U.S. leadership, may not gel. While the United States 
cannot become the world's policeman and assume responsibility for 
solving every international security problem, neither can we al10 
our critical interests to depend solely on international 
mechanisms that can be blocked by countries whose interests may be 
very different from our own. Where our allies interests are 
directly affected, we must expect them to take an appropriate 
share of the responsibility, and in some cases play the leading 
role; but we must maintain the capabilities for addressing 
selectively those security problems that threaten our own 
intere~ts. Such capabilities are essential to our ability to 
lead, and should international support prove sluggish or 
inadequate, to act independently, as necessary, to prote7~_3~r 
critical interests. fV\(fVe~} hf.d·~".('j .r~Jj.f'sf.r, ~"f <?rt""e.c.r{~ 
1"'~fI.Jt.-t.f)v..o(}"", ..{-h.Il4-/..t.r,,' c,c...(.,~ IJ:. "",0'H- /Itipt'j 10 er-.P about- or.:;:;: 
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(U) We cannot lead if we fail to main~ain the high quality of our 
forces as we reduce and restructure them. ~s a nation we have 
never before succeaded in pacing reductions without endangering 
our interests. We must proceed expeditiously, but at a pace that 
avoids breaking the force or sending misleading signals about our 
intentions to friends or potential aggressors. An effective 
reconstitution capability is impprtant as well, since it signals 
that no potential rival could quickly or easily gai~ a predominant 
military position. 

(U) At the end of World War I, and again to a lesser extent at 
the end of World War TI, the United States as a nation made the 
mistake of believing that we had achieved a kind of permanent 
security, ~hat a transformation of the security order achieved 
through extraordinary &~erican sacrifice could be sustained 
without our leadership and significant American forces. Today. a 
great challenge has passedi but other threats endure, and new ones 
will arise. If we reduce our forces carefully, we will be left 
with a force capable of implementing the new defense strategy. We 
will have given ourselves the means to lead common efforts to meet 
future challenges and to shape the future environment in ways that 
will give us greater security at lower cost. 

II. THE REGIONAL DEFENSE STRATEGY (U) 

~ RegioDA~ [QCu~ (U) 

(U) The demise of the global threat posed by Soviet Communism 
leaves America and its allies with an unprecedented opportunity to 
preserve with greater ease a security environment wi~hin which our 
democratic ideals can prosper. We can shift our defense planning 
from a focus on the global threat posed by the Warsaw Pact to a 
focus on the less demanding regional threats and challenges we are 
more likely to face in the future. In tt~s way, we can work to 
shape the future environment and to preclude hostile nondemocra~ic 
powers from dominating regions critical to us. This same approach 
will also work to preclude the emergence of a hostile power that 
could present a global security threat comparable to:the one the 
Soviet Vnion presented in the past. In so doing we can provide 
the underpinnings of a peaceful internacional o~der in which 
nations are able to purs~e their legitimate interests without fear 
of military domination. 

CV) In this more secure international environment ~here will be 
enhanced opportunities for political, economic, environmental, 
social, and security issues to be resolved through new or 
revitalized international organizations, including the United 
Nations, or regional arrangements. But the world remains 
unpredictable and well-armed, causes for: conflict persist, and we 
have not eliminated age-old temptations for nondemocratic powers 
to turn to force or intimidation to achieve their ends. We must 
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not stand back and allow a new glbbal threat to emerge or leave a 
vacuum in a region critical to our interests. Such a vacuum could 
make countries there feel vulnerable, which in turn can lead to 
excessive military capabilities and an unsteady balance of one 
against another. If we do stand back it will be much harder to 
achieve the enhanced international cooperation for which we hope. 

~ Underlying ~trate~ic Concepts (O} 

(U) 
The Department of Defense does not decide when our nation 

will co~~it force. However, decisions today about the size and 
characteristics of the forces we are building for tomorrow can 
influence whether threats to our interests emerge and, if they do 
emerge, whether we are able to decisively defeat them. Four 
concepts illustrate this relationship. 

(U) ~ fsu. Uncertainti'. An unavoidable challenge for 
defense planne~s is that we mus: stait develop~ent today of forces 
to counter threats still so distant into the future that they 
cannot be confidently predicted. Events of the last few years 
demonstrate concretely how quickly and unexpectedly political 
trends can reverse themselves. Our ability to predict becomes 
even worse as the time frame becomes longer. 

(U) Yet decisions about military forces cannot be based on a 
short-term planning horizon. The military capabilities that we 
have today and the ones we will have for the next few years are 
largely the product of decisions made a decade ago. Much of the 
capability that we are eliminating now cannot be restored quickly, 
and cuts that are precipitous will do long-lasting damage even to 
the capabilities that remain. Thus, even if we had great 
confidence in our projections of the security environment for the 
next two or three years, we should not base defense planning on 
such a relatively shor~ time horizon. 

(U) We are building defense forces today for a future that is 
particularly uncer~ain, given the magnitude of recent changes in 
the securi~y environment. Fundamentally, we are striving to 
provide a future President with the capabilities five, ten or 
fifteen years from now to counter threats or pursue interests that 
cannot be defined with precision today. 

(0) ShAping ~ Fyture Secytity Enyironment. America cannot 
base its future security merely on a staky record of prediction or 
even a prudent recognition of uncertainty. Sound defense planning 
seeks as well to help shape the future. Our strategy is designed 
to anticipate and to encourage trends that advance U.S. security 
objectives in the future. This is not simply within our means; it 
is critical to our future security. 

(U) The containment ~trate9Y we pursued for the past fo~ty years 
successfully shaped the world we see today. By our refusal to be 
intimidated by Soviet military power, we and our allies molded a 
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world in which Communism was forced to confront its 
contradictions. Even as we ahd our allies carried the defense 
burde~ required in_the Cold War, democracy was able to develop and 
flourish. 

{O} One of the primary tasks we face today in shapir.g the fu~ure 
is carrying long standing alliances into the new era, and turning 
old enmities into new cooperative relationships. :f we and other 
leading democracies conti~ue to build a demqcratic security 
comrnun ity, a much safer wQrId is.. likely to emerge. I f we act 
separately, many other problems ~ould result. If we can assist 
former Warsaw Pact countries, including republics of the former 
Soviet Onion, particularly Russia and Ukraine, in choosing a 
steady course of democratic progress and reduced military forces 
subject to responsible, civilian democratic contrel, we will have 
successfully secured the fruits of forty years of effort. Our 
goal should be to bring a democratic Russia and the other new 
democracies into the defense community of democratic nations, so 
that they can become a force for peace not only in Europe but also 
in other critical regions of the world. 

(U) Cooperative defense arrangement5 enhance security, while 
reducing the defense burden for everyone. In the absence of 
effective defense cooperation, regional rivalries could lead to 
tensions or even hostilities that would threaten to bring critical 
regions under hostile domination. It is not in our in~erest or 
those of the other democracies to return to earlier periods in 
which multiple military powers balanced one another off in what 
passed for security structures, while regional, or even global 
peace hung in the balance. As in the past,such struggles might 
eventually force the U.S. at much higher cost to protect its 
interests and counter the potential development of a new global 
threat. 

(U) Maintaining highly capable forces is crit:cal to sustaining 
the U.S. leadership with which we can shape the future. Such 
leadership supports collective defe~se arrangements and precludes 
hostile competitors from challenging our critical interests. Our 
fundamental belief in democracy and human rights gives other 
nations confidence that we will use our significant military power 
only as a force for peaceful democratic prog=ess. 

{U} Strategic peptll. America's strategic pOSition. is stronger 
than it has been for decades. Today, there is no global 
challenger to a peaceful democratic order. There are no 
significant hostile alliances. To the contrary, the strongest and 
most capable countries in the world remain our friends. The 
threat of global, even nuclear war, once posed by massive Warsaw 
Pact forces poised at the inner German border, first receded 
hundreds of miles east and has since transformed into the promise 
of a new era of strategic cooperation. 

t,' 
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(Ul Not only has our position improved markedly with respect to 
the passing of a global challenge, but our strategic position has 
improved in region~ contexts as well. TodaYt no region of the 
world critical to our interests is under hostile, nondemocratic 
domination. Near-term threats in critical regions are small, 
relative to our capabilities and those of our friends and allies. 
Soviet Communism no longer exacerbates local conflic~s, and we 
need no longer be concerned that an otherwise remote problem could 
affect the balance of power between us and a hostile global 
challenger. We have won great depth for our strategic position. 

(U) In this regard, it is important to note the effect on our 
strategy of the fact that the international system is no longer 
charac~erized by Cold War bi-polarity. The Cold War required the 
United States and its allies to be prepared to contain the spread 
of Soviet power on a global basis. Developments in even remote 
areas could affect the United States' relative position in the 
world t and therefore often required a U.S. response. The United 
States remains a nation with global interests, but we must 
reexamine in light of the new defense strategy whether and to what 
extent particular challenges engage our interests. These changes 
and the growing strength of our friends and allies will allow us 
to beEselective in determining the extent to which 
must e co~~itted to safeguard shared interests. 

U.S. fo~ces 

(U) 
f'A~-

The first major conflict of the post-Cold War era preserved 
our strategic position in one of the regions of the world critical 
to our interests. Our success in organizing an international 
coalition in the Persian Gulf against Saddam Hussein kept a 
critical reg:on fro~ the control of a ruthless dictator bent on 
developing nuclear, biological and chemical weapons and harming 
Western interests. Instead of a more radical Middle East/Persian 
Gulf region under Saddam's influence l Saddam struggles to retain 
control in Iraq, Iraq's dangerous military has been greatly 
damaged, our ties with moderate states are stronger, and Arabs and 
Israelis have for the first time in many years met 0 discuss 

C; .f1f1WS (I'\ aJe.1J4.a-k ~/llf'.tjIA.",-1-t a+ tca.J(f'-o"t;b/~ f""'1 <-e.s) 

designed to preserve this posit ion by keepin~ 
peace. 

(U) O\"ir strategy is 
our.a~liances strong,and our threats small. Our tools i~clude ~ 
polltlcal and economlC measures and others such as securlty 
assistance, military-to-military contacts, humanitarian aid and 
intelligence assistance, as well as security measures to prevent 
the emergence of a nondemocratic aggressor in critical regions. 
We bring to this task our considerable moral influence as the 
world's leading democracy. We can pcovide more security at a 
reduced cost. If a hostile power sought to present a regional 
challenge again, or if a new, antagonistic global threat or 
alliance emerged in the future, we would have the ability to 
counter it. But the investments required to maintain the 
strategic depth that we won through forty years of the Cold War 
are much smaller than those it took to secure this strategic depth 
or those that would be required if we lost it. 
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(U) Continl,led. u......s..... L.ad.r5b~R. u. S. leadershipJ essential for 
the successful resolution of the Cold War, remains critical to 
achieving our long~erm goals in this new era. The United States 
continues to prefer to address hostile, nondemocratic threats to 
our in:erests wherever possible through collective security 
efforts that take advantage of the strength of our allies and 
friends. However, sustained U.S. leadership will be essential for 
maintaining those alliances and for otherwise protecting our 
interests. 

(U) The sense that regional aggression could be opposed by the 
U.S. will be an important factor in inducing nations to work 
together to stabilize crises and resist or defeat aggression. For 
most countries, a general interest in international stability and 
security will not be enough to induce them to put themselves at 
risk simply in the hope that othe~s will join them. Only a nation 
that is strong enough to act decisively can provide the leadership 
needed to encourage others to resist aggression. Collective 
security failed in the 19305 because no strong power was willing 
to provide the leadership behind which less powerful countries 
could rally against Fascism. It worked in the Gulf because the 
United States was willing and able to provide that leadership. 
Thus, even when a broad potential coalition exists, leadership 
will be necessary to actualize it. 

(U) The perceived capability of the U.S. to act independently, if 
necessary, is thus an important factor even in those cases where 
we do not actually do so. It will not always be incumbent upon us 
to assume a leadership role. In some cases, we will promote the 
assumption of leadership by others, such as the United Nations or 
regional organizations. But we will not ignore the need to be 
prepared to protect our critical interests and honor our 
commitments with only limited additional help, or even alone, if 
necessary. A future President will thus need to have options that 
will allow him to lead and, where the international reaction 
proves sluggish or ipadequate, to act to protect our critical.A ~ I' 
int~rest.~. :t:", N e¥l.d..) "KetP u. IW ~;"'oJ(cftM, J,.QJ.u~e"" q..( (-e(la{fJ1'S
(). "eX ..... v I ft I~~A I 0 cnflY'. . l, $. f-I-r .... or J..aw s. I (- IS" ..eel' e.(:; - u. <;. leutJetd-tp j.!. f{.~ 

I 

)!.e..,(' fits a-~ 
t"i!. ~~j;u.rrrk 4--- e~c..4Ju-t.. ,011 ~"' ... +t~,,;;d ~c.t\.q...

(U) A~ a nat~on, '~e"have pa~d dearly ~n the past for letting our _ 
capabilities fall and our will be questioned. There is a momentrin time when a smaller, ready force can preclude an arms race, ~, 
hostile move or a conflict. Once lost J that moment cannot be ~----------
recaptured by many thousands of soldiers poiseo on the edge of 
cornbat. Our efforts to rearm and to understand our danger before 
World War II came too late to spare us and others a global 
conflagration. Five years after our resounding global victory in 
World War II, we were nearly pushed off the Korean peninsula by a 
third rate power. We erred in the past when we failed to plan 
forces befitting our role in the world. And we paid dearly for 
our error. 

(U) Our defense program for FY 1994-1999 ~ust provide the ready 
forces, the mObility, the forward presence and strength to 
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launch remains and may actually increase t.hrough this decade. The 
new technology embodied in the SDI program has made ballistic 
missile defense capability a realistic, aChievable. and affordable 
concept. We need to deploy missile defenses not only to protect 
ourselves and our forward deployed forces, but also to have the 
ability to extend protection to others. Like "extended 
deterrence" provided by our nuclear forces, defenses can 
contribute to a regime of "extended protection" for friends and 
a llies and further st rengthen a democrat ic secur i ty comm'Jni ty. 
This is why, with the support of Congress, as reflected in the 
Missile Defense Act of 1991, we are seeking to move (oward the day 
when defenses will protect the community of nations embracing 
democratic values from international outl,aws armed with ballistic 
missiles,. wl..o ~C)",O\()t ,,:tcesrc.... .rj o~ ~efo..rl"cP. l.J .H·lI......s,v.e ~f!!!. QJt;!I.Ae 

fl' ItOQI"'.t.J. II"k.lkJ d..,./6
(U) ~~eployment of defenses~will also be an integral 
element of our efforts to curtail ballistic missile proliferation. 
Defenses undermine the military utility and chus the cost 
effectiveness of such systems and should serve to dampen the 
incentive to acquire ballistic missiles. 

(Jl In the decade ahead, we must adopt the right combination of 
deterrent forces, tactical and strategic, while creating the 
proper balance between offense and active defense to mitigate risk 
from weapons of mass destruction and their means of delivery, 
whatever the source. For now this requires retaining ready forces 
for a secure nuclear deterrent, including tactical forces. In 
addi t ion, we must complete needed offensive modernizat ion and 
upgrades. These offensive forces need to be complemented with 
early introduction of lim~E~ ballistiC missile defense~ f I ' 

Cc.s.'''J E,.... ,k\\,k
{U} fo,wl~g Presence. Our forward presence helps to shape the ' '\ 
evolving security environment. We will continue to rely on 
forward presence of U.S. forces to show U.S. commitment and lend 
credibility to our alliances, to deter aggreSSion, enhance 
regional stability, promote U.S. influence and access, and, when 
necessary, provide an initial crisis response capability. Forward 
presence is vital t.o the maintenance of the system of collective 
defense by which the United States has been able to work with our 
friends and allies to protect our security interests, while 
minimizing the burden of defense spending and of unnecessary arms 
competition. The tole that forward presence plays in the regional 
defense strategy is outlined in the paragraphs below. Regionally
specific policy issues are treated in detail in Part III, 
"Regional Goals and Challenges. H Programmatic guidance on the 
subject is given in Part IV. 

(U) We should plan to cdnti~ue'a wide range of forward presence 
activities, including not only overseas basing of forces, bu~ 
prepositioning and periodic deployments, exercises, exchanges or 
visits. Forward basing of forces and the prepositioning of 
equipment facilitate r~pid reinforcement and enhance the 
capability to project forces into vital strategic areas. 

SECl\E! /N'OPOftH -- 0 f( "" !' % 
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~ _____________________-----------_.-  .. _------------ We 	 to encourage•• will continue----~ 

~:::::::-::::::::::::in pa:ticular to assume greater 
responSib~l~ty shar~ng, urglng both to increase prudently their 
defensive capabilities to deal with threats they face and to 
assume a greater share of fi~ancial support for U.~. forward 

,..----...,c!eployed forces that contribute to their secu'rity . •----------. 
~e-exarnpre.-I We ~ ~""" contr.ibutions in securing maritime approaches is or

~~~x will also persist in efforts to ensure an equitable, two-way flow 
~ ~ e~ of te~~;:<2~~SLY_.in our security cooperat ion with advanced allies 
.g COl ~ I/") such'.. ____ ... __ _ I. We must plan to cont inue to safeguard cr it ical 
EE Su SLOes 1in)00g us to our allies and trading partners. 
~~=:(,(YJ 

o='t:<Zl
<l:i~COl~ 
'0 til &1/") (U) The East Asia Strategy Initiative of April 1990 remains the 
o:;t;c.~£"8,g 0 framework for adjustments to our forward-deployed forces in the 
~ ;:1 <::: p.. 	 region. Because our Pacific friends and allies are assuming 


greater responsibility for their defense, we can restructure our 

forces and reduce the number of ground and support forces forward 

deployed there. As Phase I of our planned withdrawals we 

anticipate that more than 25,000 troops will be withdrawn from 

bases in Eas~ Asia oy Decerr~er 1992. This includes the withdrawal
.----from the Philippines. Plans to remove additional forces froml I'.:::::1 have been suspended while we address the problem posed b-y· __ I 
th~---·-----------------------' In time we will lock to 
imp'lement ·Phases· if and-iff Qf- th~ East Asia St rategy Init iative, 
with the objective of keeping substantial forces forward deployed 
in Asia for the foreseeable future. 

~ Despite recent positive trends toward political 
liberalization and market-oriented economic reforms, the East Asia 

G.) ., 

~ ;;.... ~ """ and Pacific region continues to be burdened by several legacies of 
2.~~~ 	 er1~~]pe thhe C,?l~ ~ar: t.he S~.Y~~~-a-n-n-e~~!!~l1..o-f-~!:~-l'!~r;,t-h-e!!l Tehrritodrie ~"""'""' :a ot.ti 1.. __________________________ I e 
a c i:i:2, Communism in Europe is likely to bring pressure on remain~ng 
g~~?i5 Communist regimes with unknown consequences for regiqlla)_____ ,:; ~ a;; stability. We should c~lJ~i..n_u~. to pursue the opening ... _______Iout 
0:; i:> 0 ~ also should ensure chat ... ___ __I has tl1~_ !:;I~<1~:sn..i.z.~.?_ e;:~c:.l1!.e_n.ts needed 

·-a""'Nro 	 t e d~V1Slon of th •.Teen 

• I 	~"8.s ~I to defend itself as provided by the ______ 

~;:1"", . 	~ Our most active regional secur::;-c-o-n:::~-::m-a-i:~-:~e L---
conventional military threat posed by North Korea to our treaty 
ally, the Republic of Korea. Our concerns are intensified by 
North Korea's efforts to develop weapons of mass destruction and 
delivery systems. Although we have begun some reductions in our 
forces as part of shifting greater responsibility to our ally, we 
must maintain sufficient military capabilities together with the 
Republic of Korea to deter aggression by the North or to defeat it 
should deterrence fail. Our overall objective with regard to the 
Korean peninsula is to support its peaceful unification on terms 
acceptable to the Korean people. We should plan to maintain an 
alliance relationship with a unified democratic Korea. 

{U) The emergence of ASEAN as an increasingly influential 

regional actor has been an important positive development. 
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ed 
--_--1
to Lhe pre-c.isis period. We 


will want to .have the capabit' y to return torces quickly to the 

re9ion snould that_ever be ecessary. This will entail increcsed 

prep(l$i;ionina of e<luipm t and material-, -----------.,.--------.----. --------- 1 

~ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ ______ ~i~proveC! :n-t~eater com..~a_:~(t-
ooot.oi, and comrn~ations; and a robust neval p.esence. ..c ,,'1:1 

also streng~hen our bi~ate.al security ties and encourage active 

regional col!ective defense. 


t'f.'.) lole ca.n strengthen stability thrcl.:9!10ut the region 0'::1 __ __ • 


~u.!!t..a!n.!Jl9_a,.'l2 J':!:P!~vln.s the self-defense capabilities of .. ___ •
!. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..... atnec regional friends. The United States 
is committed to tbe-::-- ---------.A:1d::o l1\ainr.ainin'1.the 
qualitative edge that- rs-critjca! -cO' J - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --, 

"._ ..... .(: :. ...J"" .• .. • ct • •• - - ...... ~~- - - ~ - - - - - - ...fill! - - --.-"ee iA 1_5 3e'-tltl:t:~ 1$,1.. 1~-::-e~eee'EleF"h·.um 
Q~t.r~&;it-e t:9 't~e 6liOlsility uf tlit;eii:-::,~r l!'e'1 iel'l, as ael!l9RotrClt:ed 
PtiC~ iiEjlain Ehor:l'l~ the Pu:::!i",.. C\:lHi ....!II!. At the same time, our 

as.sl.sta~ce to ol.)r ..-_-_-~-------_-, to. defend themselves against 

agq,esslon also screngcnens seCu~lty throughout the .egion, 

including for ~-_-..-_-_I 

(U) ~e can help our friends meet their tegitimate defe~sive needs 

with U.S. foreis" mili:ary sales without jeopard\~ing power 

balances in the region. We will tailor our security assistanCe 

pCQgrams to enable cur frie~ds to bear better the bucder. of 

defense and to facilitate st~r.card~2ation and interoperabili~y of 

recipier.t country forces with ou.,ow~. We must focus these 

programs to eoa~le our regional friends to modernize their focces, 

upgrade their defense doctri~es and plannlnq, and acq~ire 


essential defensive cap~b~lit1es. 


~ ( We will build on ey.istinq bilate=al ties end negot~ate 


murtilateral agreements to e~hance mil.:ary access and 

prepo$itionin9 arrangements and other types of defense 

cooperation. The~e protocols will s:re~g~hen and broaden the 

individual and collective defense oE friendly 5~ates. 


CUJ The infusion of ne~ and improved co~ventional arms and the 
proliferation of ballistic missiles and ~eapons of ~ass (~ 
destruction during the past dec~de h~ve d!amatica;ly i~creased '~________- 
offensive capabilities and the potent~ill danger "!'.rQ!1l future wars 
thro1.lgholOt th.e region. We \.Iill con: ::!lle- to wo!:k with all regiona~ 
states to· reduce military exper.ditu~es for offensive wcapons~c( 
reverse the proliferation of nuclear, che~ical, and b~ological 
weapons and long-range mi~silts. prevent the transfer of 
militarily Significant technology -nd resources to states whicb 
might threaten U.S. frien~$ or ups & the regional bala~ce of 

power.__--------------.---------- 
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/ ('of! cl.Mc't. p~f"'uf'~!{. -t'l-Gtf J-ea& +0 If'''~ I'Y:lce.l' Cf -he. Grc+t..t:ll L(Je of a"-
as elsewher~ to have all countries adhere to the NPTJ~ to place 
their nuCl~r_._~ne:gy_ facilities under IAEA Safeguard.,} 

(U) The presence of drug production and trafficking and insta~ces 


of international terrorism complicates our relations with regional 

countries. We will contribute to U.S. counter-terrorism 

initiatives and support the efforts of U.S. counter-narcotics 

agencies in the region in their mission to curtail the drug t=ade. 


D. LatiD America An4 th& Caribhean {U) ~ 

(U) In Latin America and the Caribbean, the Onited States seeks ~ 
to sustain the extraordinary democratic progress of the last 
decade and maintain a stable security environment. As in t~e 
past, the focus of U.S. security policy is assisting democratic 
consolidation and the efforts of the democratic nations in the 
region to defend themselves against the threat posed by insurgency 
and terrorism and foster democratic consolidation. In addition, 
the United States must assist its neighbors in combating the 
instability engendered by illicit drugs, as well as continuing 
efforts to prevent illegal drugs from entering the United States. 

(~ Absent a change in regime; Cuba will pose an area of special 
concern for the United States throughout the 19905. Despite 
Cuba's rapid economic decline, Castro will retain the hostile 
intent that has for decades sought to undermine democratic 
progress in Central and South America and a disproportionately
large military which, despite declining readiness, could threaten 
regional stability. Cuba's growing domestic crisis holds out the 
prospect for positive change, but over the near- to mid-term, 
Cuba's tenuous internal situation could generate new challenges ~o 
U.S. policy. 

~ The situation in Central America wil'l remain a concern. :n El 
Salvador, ~e seek the successful implementa~ion of the agreement 
reached by the Salvadoran government and the FMLN. We also seek 
peaceful resolution of the conflict in Guatemala. In Panama, we 
seek to strengthen their democratic institutions. Our programs 
there must also provide the capabilities to meet U.S. 
responsibilities under the panama Canal Treaties, including 
defense of the Canal after 1999. 

,-----------------------------------------I 

(U) We will face new difficulties maintaining a ground presence 
in La~in America. Following implementation of the Panama Canal 
treaty, we will have no permanent bases on the Latin America 
mainland. The general trend toward democratization and peace in 
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p-----~------------------. 
Excess [:~~~~~:::~~~~:::::~~ ___________:~-------1 

~) The DPG programming guidance directs the Services to 
"program for--or alternatively, itemize and cost in a POM 
addendum--assets to enable recorrstitution of ... combat capable 
forces ... ," This guidance intends for the Services to maintain 
"cadre-type" units, or production restart capacity for current 
systems, or to consider long-term storage or "mothballing" of 
combat vehicles, airplanes, and ships leaving the force. We expect 
thi.s form of "smart layaway" to be a low-cost hedge against future 
reconstitution threats. If relatively near-term force expansion 
were required we will have made best use of our earlier 
investments by preserving the option to build forces around what, 
in most cases, is still modern and usable equipment. 

(~) Another factor that should influence our consideration 
of a smart layaway program is the idea that this same equipment

'd b' ------------------1:!?;l-! .....e.. _u,!3=~~ _~~ _e!~:eme conditions, ~ ........____ ...................... _ 

1 .facing a particularly urgent or 
"unan'tlcrpat-e'"d- threat: In this case, assets that were set aside for 

pur'poses of reconstitution could be made available 1-: -:::::::::!
·---------------------------------------------··This would 
~---------.------------------------------------.provide us an instrument to influence or shap,e events by 
strengthening the military capability ~::::_::::::::::::and 
thereby furthering deterrence. Perhaps more importantly it might 
ultimate..l.Y_11~1E _t_o_ ;p*~~·tq,d_e_ .t.OEi _4.i_r_e.s:s._-iq:"'oJY~~~Ilt.. _oJ_ ~=::;::ts.a_n____ _ 
forces. • •:------- ,-----------------------------------

----------------------_ .. 
~ Our view of this concept is that we should not set aside 

more equipment than we might reasonably expect to use for our own 
reconstitution efforts. And we would want to be guarded in 
~~~t~j~~_~~~_v:Iy_~~neral references to the·though~ ~f.a ~uture
!.. _________________I for fear of unsettling other l.nl.tl.atl.ves we 
may have underway or of prejudging what we would hope to be a more 
positive o~tcome: This is ~he same re~~~~_~~~~~_~~~_wj~D_~~_~_~e 
some of thl.s equJ.pment aval.lable now' I 

But: lik7 the "hedge" that a ~:::::::::::~p;og-ra;;-p;ov-ides-f~;-the 
reconst~tution of our own forces, ------------------------. 
arrangements could help to defuse '-a-n- emeig!'n(.f~:::::::::::::'
situation, show our commitment to the concept of democracy and our 
unwillingness to accept aggression or military intimidation, and 
make productive, yet highly leveraged use of our earlier military 
investments. 

(~ The DPG Policy and Strategy section will make reference 

to this concept in the last sentence of the paragraph that 

follows: 


~ We will plan to reconstitute with forces tailored to' 
exploit new high-leverage technologies, operational concepts, 
or strategies; to exploit vulnerabilities unique to a 

SIICM'f/Kep8Rtf 
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particular adversary or situation; or to reflect role 
specialization ~-:.-:::_-:.:-.~. for the reconstitution threat. As 
we reduce our defense establishment, we have the unique 
~pp~~~,:n_i_tJ_ !<.? _l?:r:e_s::,!:,~ _s_e}:~~~,!e;.l'y. ~~:~~~h_ !l~~~ _fD:.e_a.n~,!:.:_:.::: ::a 
~--.------.-.-------------------------------- ______ Iaccess to selected long-lead elements of our capacity to 
rebuild that would also offer timely availability in the 
immediate future, if needed. !'hese same assets m.ight also 
b fl·· --------------.• use u 1n providing timely support ~ ______ • ___ ___ I 

~.::::_~ facing a greatly increased or unanticipated
threat. 

~ We believe this is an important factor to bear in mind 
when considering the advisability of maintaining excess equipment 
in some form of ~:::::.::::: ::~ !J~.9<2 .n_oJ:_·f~~l jJ:.:f2 an argument
to be used against judicious~. _____ •• ___________ !or for 
destroying or otherwise eliminating clearly outdated equipment. 
But it does strengthen the idea that there are various benefits to 
be gained from maintaining excess equipment stocks for potential
reconstitution purposes, 

Prepared by: Andrew R. Hoehn,OPDUSD/S&R, x79479 
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OPG DRAFT -- POSSIBLE MAJOR ISSUES 

Possible Major Issues for SecOef/DepSecOef note 

2 Brigades for possible' , (p. 31) 
00 Pivotal to our ability-to-de-{ena-in-C-:-:-:-:-2abs-e-nt other access 
•• Military likely to object on 9!~~nds of warfightinq risK, 

inflexibility{ cost. (Would' 'pay for equipment?) 
•• Issue also appears in MRC-East-scenariostatement of objective 

Forward PresePce, Navy/USMC (also Air Force?) (p. 30-31)
.4 New guidance to_De.able to maintain increased CENTCOM presence 

for long term (above CJCS August '91 message) 
•• Navy/USMC may raise PERSTEMPO pressures (tacit end strength /

reclama, esp. USMC?)1 and flag resulting Europe presence cuts 
•• Also dislike "explore ... homeporting ... and innovative presence" 

• 	 Total Force paragraphs (p. 15, 29) 
•• Rejects traditional "maintain as small an AC as possible ... " ( 
•• Aim of "minimize casualties ... "; "assume callup when required" 

Separate background provided on: 

6 "Pillars ll (p. 27, 35 ff.) 

•• New formulation is sound, but may face general resistance 

•• Order between Sustainability and R&D may be issue? 

•• New "Infrastructure and Overhead ll pillar may be red flag 


• 	 New ACQ;uisition Approach (p. 38, 40) / 
•• OUSD/A provided a rewritel with less emphaSis on change 
•• Current draft instead draws heavily on DepSecOef/SecDef words 

Other Possible Issues (for USD(P)/PDUSD(S&R} to note for now) 

• 	 Reconstitution target levels (p. 34) 
•• Navy/USAF objected to draft as unstudied (stonewalling?) /
•• Later ok'd equal or higher targets for stockpile scenario 

• 	 Sustajnability days of supply levels (p. 37) 
•• P&L raised ~-_-_-_-_-_- = = =~j.9;L'!ltOJ~ force in an earlier paper;

then one scenar~<!l~__________ ~ for other units, 'for the DPG /
•• DPG sticks with L ____ ~as yardstick, :like strategy/base force 
•• Exact levels now affordable remain unanalyzed; DPG mandates a 

confident estimate as a floor, calling for more if affordable 

Test and Evaluation assets funding targets (po 40) 
•• OOSO/A input detailed 0% real growth, 15% cost reduction 
•• Services objected; details were deleted: now USD!A may object / 
Installations Investment at "non-core ll bases (p. 43) 

•• Services object to denying MilCon for bases likely to clos~; /


say appears to prejudge Base Closeure process 

•• OASO/P&L, GenCounsel staff say guidan~e conSt$tent with law 

•• R&P reading sees guidance as both prurh.~" 4",d regal 
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New Policy Directions 
Noted in Draft Defense Planninq Guidance 

Policy and Strategy Section 

• Preclude hostile, nondemocratic domination of regions [Europe, 
East Asia. and the Persian Gulf] critical to our interests, and 
thereby strengthen the barriers against the reemergence of a 
global th~eat (pp.3 and 12; see also pp.19, 31, and 39) . 

• Lead to a security community that extends to all peace-loving 
nations, including the new democracies of Eastern Europe and a ? 
democratic Russia, Ukraine, and other democracies of the former 
Soviet Union (p.3i see also pp.7, 32 and 33). 

• It is not in our interest:pr those of tbe otber democracies to 
return to earlier periods in which multiple military powers 
balanced one another off in what passed for security structures, 
while regional, or even global peace hung in the balance (p.B). 

• The demise of the Soviet Union and the increasing strength of 
our allies permit us to define our regional interests selectively 
and to safeguard those interests in separate regional contexts and 
at lower resource levels (p.ll). : 

• A future President will need to have options t:hat will allow 
him to leaQ or, where prudent and practical, to act to protect c~r 
critical interests even in cases where very few others are with 
us. We must plan sufficient forces and programs within current 
fiscal constraints to provide such options.... (p .12) . 

A critical task will be to begin preparing for tomorrow's 
[core) competencies, while gaining an appreciation of those we 
need no longer emphasize (p.l?). 

• U.S. forces must continue to be at least a generation ahead in 
those technologies wbich will be decisive on future battlefields. 
Future generations must have-.at least the same qualitative 
advantages over their opponents as our forces did in the Gulf War 

II ,. ________ • _____ ~--I 

• .(p. 18) .-------------_.------_.------------------ . 

• Our strategic nuclear forces .. ,provide an important deterrent 

(p. 18) . . 

hedge against the possibility of an unforeseen global threat 
(p.20) _ 
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We must. ... examine more innovative ways Of providlng strategic 

det.er re~! _~~r_c_e,;>.; :. :. ...w~_x.::~<;,.h! _~ ~S_()_ ! !!J.~ _w~'i~ _'!,f_ ~!:~~rj-!l~ _~~a_t_ ~'2i!!e 


I c;at J'J,ll _ _ ................................................ _., ... .. -_ ..................................
I I Further, we should find methods of being more effective

by-ioing-to lower alert levels fot some portions of the 

forcE: ... (p.21). 


[We must explore] ,!1~:! _w..a,Y§ _ <?of__op~£~t.i.P.9. L{o_r.:v!it:~ 'p_r~~~r'lc_e.J ____ • 

.t.2!S~s.. .i.P_ !?E2C!.~e.ti!!l~!.' : 

: • We-mi rh-t- argO' I 

-------------------------------------------. gconsider increased use of Reserve Component units overseas,

additional homeport ing, 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.- - - - ... - - - - ~ 


.- ...................... ~ (p. 24.). .. .................................................................. 

.. _----------
• Our forces must remain able to respond rapidly to a second 

major. regional crisis or to expand an initial crisis deployment in 

the event of escalation ... (p.27) . (First time specific guidance on 

second major regional contingency to be given in unclassified 

context. ) 


<t- "wQ&'",±r i=diilia;:e:a:::;wll3;:---be=:eegal;)J.e -o.i leeoo'Mpli~~ ~tcrr-fot-ee 

se:pl QYlllent; ... i .hi iA eu:t't'e1Tl ~laflAiA! pa·ra·met·~4·~)-. 


p-----------------------------------------------------~
• I •-- .---------------------------------------------,l(p.29). : . 
----------- J· r--------------------------------------------------1 I
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• Reconstitution now focuses on a 7-8 year warning time, and 
drops the excl~sive focus o~~::::::::_:::: but still notes the 

valuable »hedg1ng" opportun1ties now aval1able (p.30). 


1 , 1------------------ I ~.• Our ~ha ...enge.'- __________________ ! lS to malntaln our 

collect1ve capac~ty to defend against an aggressive regime in such 

~ way that we do not disrupt future cooperation with a democratic 

state or weaken the chances of successful reform (p.33). 


Our policy should encourage the broadening of European 

institutions to include the aemocracies of Eastern Europe (p.35) 


---------------_._--------------------------------
• I ~ .. -- ~~ 

I ~ 

I ~ 

• 

I 1----------------------------------------_.'
1 ____ - ••• - •• __ 1 
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1 

While continuing th~ obening~--------------:should also have 
the I~e~~~_~~_~~~e~?_~t~e)f. In th[;;~p;i;:th~-U.S. shO~ld enforce 
the .. _____________ .. __ .. ~and provlde II. ____ .! wl.th modernl.zed 
armaments to be used in its defense (p.3?). 

~QQramming SectiQD 

• Strategic forces guidance requires and addendum to the Service 

POMs detailing the changes that would be required if~:::::: 

accepts PNI II proposals (p.2). 


• Forward presence guidance adjusts the levels approved last 

summer to retain more robust CentCom presence, and requires a 

~::::::::::::~ of naval presence requirements (pp.4-5; and p.3) 


Prepositioning guidance requires Army to retain another ~2_' 


brigades of eqUk~m_ells:_~q,r_ 'p.9§§!~le_ J.l:ls.1J~tt 'p_r~l?9~~t..i.o,!l.i!'~" _'!~ ...

recorrunended by .. ______ .. _____ .. _. __ .-. _ ..... _______________ .. __ .1 

Sustainabili~y guidance requires, for each of the two most 

demanding Major Regional ConsJ.f!9~U~~ _S..C~D~~!<?s..,_.J.! .. ~tr:.:r:e..at- 2 

oriented" munitions to kill t. __ • __ ......................................_..I_a~;}.

t for~ _______________________I
 )


"level of effort" sustainmen Of 


operations (p.10). 


• Reconstitution guidance sets fo~ce levels of reconstitution 

capability for the Services to provide at low cost through 

equipment stockpiles or production capability (pp.22-23). 


Prepdred by: Andr@w Hoehn and Rod fabrycxy. xiS41B 
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ISSUES IN THE POLICY AND STRATEGY SECTION 

• Balance between U.S. acting unilaterally as opposed to within 
collective efforts (Issue in News accounts) 

See bottom of pages 2&3 and page 7 -- "Continued U.S. 
leadership" . 

Current document emphasizes stnvmg to act in collective 
context wherever possible but underscores that U.S. must 
retain ability to defend critical interests unilaterally and warns 
that significant U.S. capabilities and leadership will be 
necessary in many instances to· actually put a coalition together 

• Role of allies 

To what extent should they increase their military capabilities? 
(See 3rd paragTaph -- page 12 -- which by indirection says 
allies should not acquire nuclear weapons) (Issue in News 
accounts) 

Do we seek alliances principally because we: fear them as 
potential competitors or value them as current aJIies? (See 
second paragraph on page 5 that rejects balance of power) 

Maintaining alliances is second goa] on page 2 and we 
underscore that U.S,. needs "leadership necessary to encourage 
sustained cooperation·' among major democratic powers." (next 
to last paragraph on page 2) 

Their growing strength calls on them to accept greater 
responsibility (next to last paragraph on page 8 and middle of 
bottom paragraph of page 2) 

• Importance of extending alliances to Eastern Europe 

First paragraph page 5 

• Issue _~f_ ~~s,!l~r::Lnp capabilities to destroy 
• 
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------_. 	 .- .. -------------!...
.-------------------. 
______ ~-- bottom paragraph. 	 ·section) and 

~----------------.• 	 • sectIOn) . 

• SOLIC paragraph in Crisis Response section (top of page 17) 

Note 	 characterization of reconstitution threat •. including assessment 
that we would have:---------------------:(page 17 -- 3rd 
paragraph) ---------------------
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of conveyance that appears next under. 
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--ACTION MEMORANDUM 


Attached for your approval is the Defense Planning Guidance, 

FY 1994 - FY 1999. The document has been widely reviewed with all 

major issues resolved. 


I recommend you approve the document and sign the memorandum 

of conveyance that appears: next under. 


Paul Wolfowitz 

Coordination: 

Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 
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MEMORA."lDUM FOR 	 SECRETARY OF DE.FENSE 

DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 


SUBJECT: Defense Planning Guidance -- Major Comments Received(U) 

tU) Attached is the full Defense Planning Guidance (DPG) 
docu~ent in two parts: TAB A is the final review version of the 
Policy, Strategy and Programming sections, which you have seen 
before. TAB B is the Illustrative Planning Scenarios Annex on 
which r still need to work a couple of issues with the Chairman. 
It is included here because it is an integral part of the DPG and 
in case you want to do an initial review. 

(U) We have incorporated most of the comments we received 
from the Service Secretaries, Director, Joint Staff, USD(A) and 
ASDs into the DPG. In the attached draft significant additions 
and comments not taken are indicated by a footnote wi~h a brief 
reference to the specific concern and interested party. 

(U) There have been relatively few changes to the first half 
of Lhe draft DPG. It is still a rather hard-hitting document 
whiCh retains the substance you liked in the February 18th draft. 
If you have time you might want to read the fir~t nine pages again 
to a ssure yourself on this point. (You may want to check the 
paragraph added on page 6 to meet a Joint Staff concern.) 

(U) A few of the additions and issues should be brought to 
your attention here: 

(U) SJll. On SDl we have noted,that we are proceding , "with 
the support of Congress, aS,reflected in the Missile Defense Act 
of 1991." (pp.14 and 31) 

(U) Six Pillars. To help identify our restructured 
programming priorities, we have shifted from the traditional four 
pillars of military capability to six pillars of defense 
resources. At Don Yockey's request we have retitled the two new 
pillars formed out of the traditional modernization pillar: 
"Science and Technology" replaces "Research and Development~ in 
the previous draft and IISy stem Acquisition" replaces 
"Procurement." (pp.29-30) 

(U) Total Eorce EQlicy. The previOUS draft talked about 
maintaining military personnel in that component "in which they 
can effectively accomplish required missions quickly, with minimum 
casualties, and at the least cost." In partial response to a 
comment from Steve Duncan and after discussion with General 

llSD/P 	
.. t 

Or;~:no1in9 Aget1q', ,. 
r", ~::~i',OI.'::1) Reqwrca 
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Powell, we have changed the text to read, "in which they can most 
effectively (including with minimum casualties) and most 
economically accomplish required missions." (p.3l) 

(U) B~2 Orientation. The summary of the Base Force does 
not list B-25 under nuclear forces but under "conventional bomber 
capability, including 20 B-2s." Pon Rice supports this. (p.3l) 

~ ~ Base force. At the Navyfs request the sta~ement 
of its Base Force uses Uabout 150 major surface combatants and 
am;>hibious lift for 2.5 Mari!ltt;;_xp~d:l.t..i.9,!1f~~_B_r..i5~,g~~: instead of 
the public characteriz.ation, ~_ .... _____________ .. ____ .!(?31) 

~ Arm~ Carps in ElJ;tope. At the 'Army I S request and 
after discussion with the Chairman, we have changed langu~ge on a 
heavy corps in Europe from ., retain" to 'fcommi t __ J~!~. provides. fl 

the Army some flexibility for programming below'______ ,in Europe 
after FY 1995. (p.34) 

(~) SWA PrepQsitioning. As you will remember from the 
Mobility Requirements Study, I believe it is important to prese~ve 
the option to preposition an additional two heavy brigade sets to 
counter threats in SWA. The Army's comments indicated a 
preference t~~PE~e~~i;j~~ing on land vice afloat a~~_~~~~~sJ~~_.
saying "in ~ ______ • _____I Given our difficulty in ~___________ I 

I ------~-~--------.-~-.-.---------------------.---.--.• 

-re'ta 1ned 1J)€ - ian-guage -,ia-fioat';,i but"edited-fo ·c-ont3.nue -w{t"h~ 
"or, preferably, on land at suitable sites." (p.3S) 

(U) Sealift. Various parties wanted more or less 
specifi9ity for additional sealift. This draft sticks with the 
Mobility Requirements Study's designation of some elements of its 
recomrnendat ions as not ional and others as minimum eri teria. A 
paragraph was also added to reflect Sean O'Keefe's concerns. 
(pp.35-6) 

(U) SOF Guidance. This draft provides for SOF force 
structure at the end of the Crisis Response section. The proposed 
language is, "Program to maintain not more than the AC/RC force 
totals in the FY 93-97 President's Budget. d (p.37) 

~ BecDost Hut:ion. Don Rice feels that rather than keep 
older aircraft mothballed in support of reconstitution, it is 
better to use them via FMS to strengthen allies and build 
influence. We agree FMS is important, and our best information 
suggests there will be ample aircraft for near-term FMS in 
addition to the level specified in the draft for "smart layaway" 
for reconstitution. (p.37-9) In addition, we raise in the 
strategy section the concept that our reconstitution assets could 
aIsc) prove useful to allies as the baSls;for a future "lend-lease" 
type support {although we do not use that term} in the face of a 

S~CIt!lTirqOFORrq 
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large, unanticipated threat. (I am sending you a separate 
memorandum on this concept) . (p .19) 

~ Xransfer of War BeserXe Stocka. Before disposal of 

current war reserve inventorie& that prove excess to the new 

sustair.ability guidance, we call for consideration of their 

possible utilit for later:····· .. · ... ·· .... ·· .. · .. ------·· .... ··· .. ·-· 
•. -----.---.-~------------------------• I (p.42) ---------------- _a'--------------------_ .. 

(U) Sustainabj lity. The previ·ous draft directed the 

Services to program for the 45 highest consumption days for the 

two most demanding Major Regional Contingencies (MRC). The 

cu~~ent draft specifies MRC-East (Southwest Asia) and MRC-West 

(Ko~ea) as the two contingencies to use in calculating 
sus~aina~ility for munitions, spare parts, fuel, etc. This 
responds to a comment from the Director, Joint Staff anticipating 
Congressional resistance to requirements based on a major 
contingency in Europe. He prefers to focus analysis on the more 
likely and more concrete scenarios. Although an MRC in Europe 
could be more demanding in many respects than MBC-East or West, 
the great uncertainty about many needed assumptions render it a 
questionable basis. for deriving sustainability programs. (pp.41-3) 

(~) I would note that the current guidance marks a 
considerable advance. Traditional formulations tended to call for 
60 days of stocks for the whole force for global ~ar. Our 
guidance focuses on the specitlc forces that have been deployed to 
and engaged for q~ick decision in the two specific regional 
contingencies. It also directs consideration of different levels 
of combat intensity in calculating stockpile size. 

~ David Chu feels we should use more meaningfu1 
measures than "days of supply" and would prefer to call for 
"adequate stocks to meet operational objectives." However, he 
offeLed no alternative measure. For threat-oriented munitions we 
~~lGblish a requirement to provide high confidence of destroying 
:.7.?! ~of the threat target s..' ... ~l!rJ:.1/~t,.. .:'~ .lJ.a..v~. ~~ lu.s,!:-ed the language
to enc,?urage programming .. ____ •• _________ ••• _. ~for the full 

operatIonal requirement if resources permit. 


tU) MILSTAB. This draft identifies MILSTAR as "a high C3 
priority." Both Don yoc)tey and David Chu questioned mandatory 
guidance in the previous draft to treat MILSTAR as "the highest C3 
priority." (p.48) 
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SECRET/NOFORN 
THE UNDER SECRETARY OF' DEFENSE 

WASHJNGTON. D. C. 2030 j·2000 t~AY , ':t J992 

In reply refer to 
I - 92129302 

MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF D

Defense Planning Guidance 

EFE

-

NSE 

Major Comments Received(U) 

{U) Attached is the full Defense Planning Guidance (DPG) 
document in two parts. TAB A is the final review version of the 
Policy, Strategy and Programming sections, which you have seen 
before. TAB B is the Illustrative Planni~g Scenarios ~lnex. It 
is essentially final, but the staffs are still making some fixes, 
and I may need to work one remaining issue with the Chairman. 

(U) We have incorporated most of David Addington's comments 
and those we received from the Service Secretaries, Director, 
JOlnt Staff, USD(A} and ASOs. In the attached draft significant 
additions and comments not taken are indicated by a footnote with 
a brief reference to the specific concern and interested party. 

(U) There have been relatively few changes to the first half 
of the draft DPG. It is still a rather hard-hitting document 
which retains the substance you liked in the February 18th draft. 
If you have time you might want to read the <first .riine pages again 
to assure yourself on this point. (You may want to check the 
paragraph added on page 6 to meet a Joint Staff concern.) 

(U) A few of the additions and issues should be brought to 
your attention here (at TAB C is the earlier memorandum on this 
subject I sent you last week which includes a longer list): 

r---------------------------.-----------------

(U, SiX fillax~. To help identify our restructured 
programming priorities, we have shifted from the traditional four 
pillars of military capability to six pillars of defense 
resources. At Don Yockey's request we have retitled the two new 
pi 11a rs formed out of the t raditiona 1 modernization pillar: 
"Science and Technology" replaces "Research <and Development" and 
"System Acquisition" replaces "Procurement ,It (p.30) 

gEe" Ii}T/~tOFORN
USJ/P 
Cf;\l~nttl;ng Ag",.1':;:{_ 
t.t ~_"' '.';,'-"~CJ!1c.:n Rf.qu;r,:4 



.. .. 
S:r:CRET/PiOFORP, 

(V) Total Force EQljc~, The previous draft talked aoout 
malntaining military personnel in that component "in which they 
can effecth'ely accomplish required missions quickly, with minimum 
casualties, and at the least cost," In partial response to a 
corr~cnt from Steve Duncan and'after discussion with General 
Powell, we have changed the text'to read, ''In which they can most 
effectively (including with minimum casualties) and most 
economically accomplish required missions ,II (p.32) 

(U) SDl. The guidance on SDX directs programming 
including a number of specific dates. To meet this schedule 
requires concurrent development which is an exception to the new 
acquisition approach. We are still working to craft some language 
recognizing the need for prudent management and discriminating 
choices if these dates are to be achieved. (p.33) 

~} Army Corps in E\}r:o,p~. At the Army's request and 
after discussion with the Chairman, we have changed language on a 
heavy corps in Europe from "retain" to "commit." This provides 
the Army some flexibility for programming below ~:::: •• : in Europe 
after FY 1995. (p.34) 

~) ,~~QsitiQoio9. As you will remember from the 
Mobility Requirements Study, r believe it is important to preserve 
the option to preposition an additional two heavy brigade sets to 
COl.lr1ter threats in SWA. The Army' S corrunents indicated a 

}:r.e!:;!,~~:. .i.o•r• p:~~o.s.i!. !<:n}.n5. <2I! )!-E~.v).c~. ~ !!~a_t. ~;::~ _~U.9_9==~:''!. _ 
I I 

I---._----------------------------------------------------I 
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Enclosure: secretary of the Army Memorandum 

SUBJECT: 	 Department of the Army Comments on the 16 April 1992 

Draft FY 94-95 Defense Planning Guidance 


1. (U) The Army has conducted an assessment of the 16 April 92 

Defense Planning Guidance (DPG) and recommends the following . 

general and specific changes to improve the accura~y.and c~a~lty ~ __ -----~ 

of the document. Army cannot concur until the speclfled crltlcal~~~ 


,-----, comments in paragraph 3 below are addressed. 	 ,. 
,
I 

I 

y' 
I 

I 


~ 

 • • 

ts' • 

n ~ ~ 


" - - - - ---- ---------; 


 
fOf! 

• I 

& ~ 	 /~~~ .£ c.& S 2. 	 (U) GENERAL COMMENTS. 
e6)<~
~~~_ 	

~ ~ ~ ~ a. (0) Inconsistenci~s with the National Military Strateg
~~. ~ ~ {NMS) and Mobility Requirements study (MRS). The DPG uses 
.8 ~ ~ ~ language and sets guidance that differs from that found in the
:;; t;; fr"'" NMS and MRS. Recommend using the lexicon for strategic concep
].8 ~ ~ set in the NMS and the ship procurement guidance established i
:§ § ~ ~ the MRS w 

;s'B ~ 

...---. b. (0) fYlly Fynding ACQUisition Programs. Full funding 

,.... • a
1\ d

in
th

,pr
lac
! 
I 

~g
,n
-t
!r
lf
I . 

~.

cquisition programs should not apply to programs in the 
emonstration/validation phase. To explore and develop ~ ••novative technologies, we must have the latitude to comple~~: •e demonstration/validation phase before committing to , 

oduction. Recommend restricting full funding requirements ~ 

cordingly. . \ 
 •
~ 	 , I 

C. (U) 0% Real Growth. Requirements to maintain 0% real ._-, 
rowth are too specific for the OPe. Dollar resource guidance is • 
ormally set in the Program Decision Memorandum. Depending on : 
he baseline used and the duration of the goal, the resulting • 
equirement may be unaffordable. : Reco1l\lllend deleting requirelllents: 
or 0% real growth for Engineering and Manufacturing Development .• 

 SPECIFIC COMMENTS. • 
I
• 

~-l (0) 	 CRITICAL Page 30. para 7. Army . Change as follows: 
• 

I •r IIComrnit to Retaift....ffi Europe a corps compnslng 2 heavy - - - - - - - - - 
';. ____ .'divisions and an ACR with CS capability and a base for reception 


and onward movement." 
t 


Rationale. Presents a more realistic and flexible way of 

programming to meet NATO commitments. 


1 


DECLASSIFIED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE INTERAGENCY 
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' correct as follows: _____ •• ,' 

. 

(b)~ :::;P;I/l~~PO;;
l\R-2 ~ CRITICAL Page 31. Para 6. 

. . 	
"Maintain 3 division headquarters, 6 heavy brigade sej..s, and 

one ACR set of combat and support equipment and ~~ M-daywr
shortfall packa.~.•... Maintain equipment availability to support 
a possible future decision to preposition ft lifOA +"1 aiytei'll ~ 
addiEieAal aeavy e~i~a~e Bets of eemea~ and support equipment ~ 
8attdi hps.i:a afleai!: VlVvml_ t.Q .s:",»~ ,t.1H;~W in SWA. II

• 
Rationale. Meets CJ~S'·a"ri"crrJ~~·(~ '~Jt,fance "at? ~nclosure 1. 
While we see the advantages of prepositioning in SWA, we prefer 
ashore over afloat prepositioninq for a number of reasons. 
Ashore prepositioning is more cost effective and is more 
accessible for training, exercising and maintaining. More 
importantly, it allows us to use fast ships to project the 
fighting force from CONUS to any theater. See 25 FEB 92 SECARMY 
response to 22 JAN 92 USD (P) Memo also at Enclosure 1 . 

.... 
(.... 	 ~ 

• 
• 
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!
.
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.
l
:
.
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~ 
• 	
I 	

•• 

• •• 	

I 	

• 	

• • •
I. _ • _ 

..... ------- 
AR-3 	 (U) CRI'l'ICAL Page 32, Para 3 • Change as follows: 
	

"For sealift, acquire through new construction or conversi
 ,
n~

O
 ,
:

 




. 
 	

~o .. ,," • 
 I

,

F,' 

 

 I 


•

,•,
I, 

in US shipyards additional large medium-speed roll-on/roll-off
ships ..•..will provide the capability to surge 2 heavy divisio
from CONUS. Enhance Ae~ire 46 ships tor efthaftoemeft& of the 

Ready R7serve Fleet (RRF) to 142 ;phips., 'tft~O\lgft eOfls'truetiofl 
eoft'lerol:oft, or build aftd'eharter yessels wltft ftatieAal defeflse
features (iReludiA~ ar¥ailability fe~ afloat prepositioflift~) if
that provides EHlui'+'aleRt res,eRsh'ef\ess at lower eost:. : ..
Support ....manning. ' 


lU) Ships procured to meet the prepositioning and surge,' 
requirements must be capable 21 at least 24 knot sustained : 

speed. n

I

Ratlonale. • 	 Consistent with Mobility Requirements Study ".
(page~

..... ---. 

IV-32 and IV-33) at Enclosure 2. 	 •__________ .' 

------------------------------------------~~----~-----------------, ,~ ... --~ ~ 
.' 

~ 

~ ,,,,,• 

! , ,
, 
•
I ,
~ ,6 

e~, ,, , ,,
,. 

AR-4 CRITICAL Page 27, Para 4. Add to the end of the paragraph
as follows: 

"The strategy also gives high priority to selected R&D to 	
keep our qualitative edge •••. and distinguished R&D and 
procurement as separate programming priorities. For an ent_L~ 

new ttexperimental" type of 6ystem, not curIently in the base 
for~e, the OSD acgyisitiQn full funding policy will not app~  
un~~l after completion of the Demonstration/Valigation phase. 
Th~s strategy signifies a commitment to thoroughly understand th
technology, and the implicatjons 2: integrating it into th~ 	 .  -

'i~iw,(lfepeR:ff 	 ,----------·-~~----i 
•,• ,,t 	 ,

• 	 .. ..'
, .. ' . 	 -_.. ---
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force, before committing to Engineering and Manufacturing 
~velopm~nt and a meaningful level of production. II 

Rationale. Change consistent with discus~ion of R&D found 
earlier on pages 38 and 40, requiring the pursuit of fut~re. 
technological advantages with less program risk and commlttlng to 
procurement only when necessary. 

d

I 
I 

: 

I ,••
,' I ,,

I


, 
, I 
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I ........
,...... 
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AR-5 (U) CRITICAL Page 40, Para 4. First Sentence. Change to 
read: 

"Fully fUnd all acquisition programs continued or ini~iated
in the POMs, in accordance with the Milestone II. EngineerIng an
Manufacturing Deyelopment tEMP) I baseline approved by the DAB.lt 


Rationale. This clarification is critical and is consistent wit
AR-4. Services should not be required to meet full funding 
requirements at Milestone I, Demonstration/Evaluation Phase 

before the technology has been evaluated. If the technology 
proves itself and is selected tor further development and 
transition to prodUction (Milestone II, EMD), full funding rules
WOuld then apply. 

AR-6 (U) CRITICAL, Page 39, Para 3. First Sentence. Pelete. 

"ManUfacturing Technology. FwtlEC t!\e Kal'tl:lfaetwrinlJ ,I 

, " 
I " 

"\ 
¥' , " " : "\ 

d, " : •, 
I

I 

n' 
: ••e. •

I: , 
 , 
n' 

I • 
y: I 

 ................... _. 

----, 

~neleEJY progra!ll at net less tftafl Bere percent: real grev·tfi pe
year, as projected trem tbe FY 1992 fwftdiflg level. ManTech 
~echnical priorities will be based upon thrust areas identifie
In the National Defense Manufacturing Technology Plan." 

Rationale. The Army cannot concur with the guidance provided i
the paragraph entitled Manufacturing Technology. The Army has 
already accepted the 0\ real growth require~ents for the scienc
and technology base. Further 0' real growth requirements' for 
manufacturing technology programs place additional restrictions
on the already diminished Research, Development and Acquisitio
(RDA} funds. Some manufacturing technology programs are alread
part of the science and technology base that has been protected
at 0% growth level, althouqh these programs should compete for 
the overall science and technology base funding. BOTTOM LINE: 
0\ real growth in manufacturing technologY makes the program 
unaffordable because the Army currently has no billpayers to fund 
it. If required to resource 0\ growth, the Army will be forced 
to divert funds from the already underfunded RDA program. 

!!Cft!!I) NO'OftN 
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AA-7 (U) 	 Page 42, 5. Change as ,tOJ..lnl;.1&;:.-----------------\CRITICAL, Para 

"Installations not required to support the \Q~'J:-eea-~&t:J.i"""'· , 
sed in accordance', " 
an to resource' , 
tiolts wbi!?R .-hsr..e .a.', " 
e iftstallatlOfts. ' 

_- '" ~
_--- •
~ !
I .
, !

,
• 	

_'-
" ',' 	

 re·..el!l <::II" ;'8 8~.p'n7;' l'eaeft"t!:i:t:lSt;iol! will be clo
 with Title XXIX of PL 101-510. Accordinqly, pl
 facil i ty investment K those remaining iftst'allo
ntQ5 ptQbability gf r!tcnti.on-.nl, at these cer
wh:i:eh ha"'e a 'S6z}hifJft p:roeabHlt.y of retcJ'ltien, as ~eetiRleTl~e~ !oft '.. _-------' 

,tofte 1991 Base eles\:lre aBEl ReaHgfttleftt preeess. confine faClllty 
'i~est.eAt at flOft core installations to that reqa!red to address 
!life/safety aftti cfI...'il'oMef'lt:al -eof'lditiOft5r lt 

Y Fund environmental stewardship to attain and sustain full t-----~~ 
 ~~ 
: ~~ 

~ ~ 
 ~~ 

, __ 

, -~_-C---

eompliance with federal and state environmental laws an4 '
gQverning standards ovet§easi ind to minimize negative mission

. 	 . d b' , l.mpacts and future costs to prov:tde federal lea ers 1.p 1n'
environmental protection. eo.pllanee, ..•• pro~ide feaera~ ~
~'C:aEiership in efWireft1l'lefttal prot:eeticfh U 

Rationale. The terlD "core installations" connotes preselection
which is a violation of Public Law and factoring reconstitution 
into BRAe is appropriate given it is one of the four foundations 
of the NMS. Comments Qn environmental stewardship vice 
compliance with federal and state regulation is better guidance 
for DoDts environmental policies. ,___ a_a. 

---, 

# 

# , ,

•,
• 
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I 

I 
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	 I 

• • 
	

I 
I

. 
AR-8 (5) CRITICAL Page 31, 5th Paragraph, ~, 4th Line. Add as #

•, 
# 	follo"Ns: 

"Program for 12 active, 6 ·reserve, an<\, Z_C5CL,d.r"__________ • I! 
.::'~~!~~o_n,.:;.:.:.:. ,-a_n~;. £Ufficient support forces .... ____ ....... ___ •• ____, • 

!. • _ .. __________ • _-.' for t"NO concurrent lDaJor reglonaJ. 	 ' 
contlngencies that develop sequentially. It 	 ~ 

Rati?nale ....-------------.-.--------______________________ .! is the prefer::ed means of,'
I 

,meetlng valld, but otherwise unsatisfied support requlrements. 
f 

AR-9 (U) CRITICAL Page 35, 3rd Para. Add as follows: 	 ~

~ ,. 	
"For support and. training assets for these forces, plan to \ 

draw to the maximum extent possible from the civil sector, the ~· d e f ense production base, Wartime Host Nation Support. con t lngency 
contracting .•• " 

I 

Rationale. WHNS and contingency contracting are primary 
resources to support the force and should be included. 	
--.-------.-------~--------------------I
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AR-IO (U) CRITICAL Page 15, 4th Para. Delete last sentence as 
follows: 

"The short notice that may characterize many regional crises 
requires highly responsive military forces. Active Component 
forces have a critical role to play in supplying combat and 
support forces for the initial response to contingencies that 
arise on short notice. Reserve Component forces will, among , •• - t.

# # , 

I 
I , 

,,
I ,
 ,, 

I

...... 
 .......... .. 

other roles, contribute mobility assets in short notice crises, 
support and sustain active combat forces ~nd provide combat 
forces in es ecially large or protracted contingencfes • .Ifl 

~- ~-
I I t

I I • .r
I I 

.. - ........ " 

~.~~~~~,~~~~~~~~~~~~;;~;;:;~~~~~~~~~~~~,
he feree e*pansioft ftee~ed to cftftaftee the u~s. eapaeility te ,

Iesp&nd to another eentift~ene~ I 
I 

Rat ionale. Clarity. The second to last sentence in this ' 
paragraph is clear and true. The last sentence is potentially I

confUsing and does not add to the discussion of the Total Force 
response to crisis. 

~--..----,-------------------~-----

AR-ll (U) CRITICAL Page 40, Last Paragraph, Priority Conventional 
Forces Mission Areas. Delete as follows: 

"Deployable Anti-Armor: air-deployable ground force 
mobility and anti-armor capabilities for enhanced immediate 
tactical flexibility. ~e.,. motorieed li~ftt armor witn loftq ranqe f ~ 
eAt} taftK ·.,.,eapoftryp' V 

Rationale. Accuracy. Example provides unnecessary detail that 
maY.be viewed as advocacy for a specific weapons system to 
satlsfy the deployable anti-armor requirement. 
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SRCKRTI NOlfOltN .- flRAF'f 


LIST OF AC,,;'TIONS REQUESTED DURING PW DPG REVlEW 

IMMEDIATE 

Sensitive/Close Hold memo to SecDef on layaway (being revised) 

PW talk to Powell about ~-. : ::: -. -_ •••_-_••-••• -. -. to be 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ________________ 

! displayed in the Army 
POM (done); IPS preface and· ~L _ 

List of issues for the Secretary inc1uding SWA prepo; summary of 
sustainability guidance indicating the significance of the change from the 
past 

.----------------_ .. _--_ .. _----.
SL/PW raise with SecDef issues' • 

~----------.------------- ______ I 

Memo from General Council stating mileon language is legal 

Atwood issues: Milstar (but delete)~ sustainability; review Atwood decision 
on deleting SOF force structure 

SL to talk to all Service Secretaries to review disposition of their major 
comments; including assuring they know T&E: floor is being restored to the 
document as Acquisition requested~ Rice about placement of B-2 

SL' to talk to DUIlcan about ~-.-.-.-.-. -. -.-. -. : : -.:::: 

SL to talk to Fraser to assure he is happy with the deal negotiated with 
Christie on pillars and S&T language overall; and to assure they really want 
T&E floor language restored 

Paragraph summaries of scenarios· .for possible consideration as an 
alternative to the "short scenarios" 

MEDIUM TERM 

S&R look at Perth for homeponing 

R&P respond l~ _s..~~ _q,u~llti0.p~ _~b.p!lt _tQ~ _djfference between the ships in 
the RRF with' • 

--------------.- ..
ub of: - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - -: 

-
cr
~ --. 

S&R to do a s

Starting Tuesday morning, prepare unclassified document 

SBCRETI NOFORN -- BRAF' 
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KEY ISSUES FOR THE ARMY 

.:.v.e.E~~~ ..c..hllnged language on a heavy corps~"::::::::::::::::::: 
~ .... _______ ! as you requested (page 38) 

We have not changed the text as you requested to require full 

funding only in Milestone II and thereafter (page 27 and 40) 


The requirement for full funding from the outset of the 

Demonstration/Validation phase (Milestone I) was staled by the 

Deputy Secretary last July and recently affirmed by the USDA 


•• ot,o;S:
.s:::;"O(])O ,zi~..c •••••••••••••••••• 

• - ;:3 - ~ 

~ ~ 


We have retained language requiring :::::_-::::::_.._..........: ..-::::::..~ 

: - •• - _ .. - - - - - ................ - .... - - - - - - ................ - -;(page 31) 

------------_._----------------- ______ 1 

I am flagging this issue for the Secretary -- but it is something, as 
you know, that USDP feels strongly about 

We have revised the language to demonstrate your preference for 
land as opposed to afloat prepositioning, 'should suitable sites be 
a vaila ble 

• We have restored the floor on T&E funding that was in the Feb 18 
draft as. requested by Acquisition 

The guidance directs the Services to fund T&E facilities investment at 
no less than zero percent real growth with a goal of two percent real 
growth. (page 50) 
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SECRETARY OF THE ARMY 
WASHINGTON 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

APR 23 J992 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 0 
cc: 

FROM: M. P. W. Stone, Secretary of the Army J ~ 	 PP(Zal/Wade) 
R&P{Dale/Dave)

THROUGH: 	 PRINCIPAL DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY OF Larry
DEFENSE 

Carol 
SUBJECT: FY 94·99 Defense Planning Guidance-Army Comments SL (orig) 

PURPOSE: 	 INFORMATION--To forward the Army's nonconcurrence 
with the draft FY94·99 Defense Planning Guidance 
(DPG) dated 16 APR 1992. 

DISCUSSION: The Army's nonconcurrence is based on 
r • - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - I 
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inconsistencies between the DPG and the Nationat 
Security Strategy, National Military Strategy, as well as 
the Mobility Requirements Study. and significant 
 planning and programming considerations. The attached 
 comments summarize primary Army concerns. These 
comments were also identified during the review of the
'intitial draft OPG staffed with in the Services in February 
1992. 

~pecifiC areas of concern include: the require~nJ!~ 
"retain" vice "commit" a heavy corps in Europe.... __ ~ 
zero percent real growth requirements in Research. 
Oever~I1J'tnJ !lQq ~qulsjtiP.D..b§~o_n9.lllo§~ ,ill!f!a.dl' in.. 

'~K~-I •I___

 
 •I. _ • ___________ • _ fill' _ • ___ ......... ________ .' 


fails to address adequately resource facility investment 
I 	 ~ ~ ~ ~ and environmental stewardship.
I. ___ ...... - ..... 

BECQMMENDATIO~ 

That the Secretary of Defense consider the a"ached comments in 
completing the final FY94-99 DPG. 

SEeDEE QECISION 

Approved 
Disapproved 
Other: 

SECRET-HOFORN 	 . 
-Regraded Unclassified When Separated from Enciosure 
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reductions than now planned would risk destroying the force's high 
quality. Accordingly, we will program base force levels as 
follows: 

Nucleat Forces: lB-52 and B-1 bombers; 550 ICBMs; and 18 SSBNs 
Conventiooal Forces: 

A..t:.lIu:.~ 12 active, 6 reserve, and 2 cadre divisions 
~: 12 aircraft carrier battle groups with 11 active and 

2 reserve air wings; approximately 450 total ships 
Marine CQrp&: 3 active Marine Expeditionary Forces and one 

reserve Marine division and wing2 
AiL Force: 15.25 active and 11.25 reserve fighter wings, 

plus conventional bomber capability including 20 B-2s 
l 

(U) These forces can and will be provided with not greater than 
the following r.ni}it~ry eI,'ld st~el1gths: 4;~ 

Army. ('\\Vl\t~~~v/t3~~O~;~;'f~;, 4~O :eserve 
Navy. 501,200 active 117,800 reserve 
M~rine ~orps. 
A~r Forc~. 

159,100 active 
430,300 active 

34,900 
200,000 

reserve 
reserve 

'( ::..tl-;~-\~(,';'~:l ;...-'S...../j.,.l,/}-[1..P-.1, - , 6(U) eqUired~' itary persondel will be maintained in that 
comp' nent of t Total Force -- active or reserve -- in which they 
canAeffectivel:y: accomplish required missions. 4qllLckly,--w-it-h-min-imum.. 
casualties'j'-an at- the-l-.eas~-eost-. This generally requires forces 
for forward presence {including an associated CONUS rotation 

advisors)." Air Force too would delete as qunnecessary. Given the debate 
over defense budget levels, the key point here cent.ers on faster reductions". 

1 JOint Staff, Acquisition and ASO/PA&E would cite B-2 hera. Air Force no 
comment. See also note 2 on p. 35 

:1 PA&E would change to read "3 (-~ .. HErs and "one (-I" division/wing 
Rationale: "to avoid the impression that the reductions caused no loss in 
capability". This is a valid poiot, but USMC and Joint. Staff would likely 
object, and the change would constitute an OSD redefinition of the base force 
-- to be avoided here. Also, only one of the MEFs is being substantially 
reduced in strength. PA&E also propose~ adding the training carrier to the 
list -- rejected . 

3 PDASO {SO/LIC} proposes inserting here 7 lines of 'text detailing SOF levels. 
~ Might satisfy them to replace the brief SOF cite of earlier drafts, in the 


0.. l- IJ) U Crisi3 Reponse section. 

SSSr.fJ
o::lt:......,
c.t::1a'l:l-" ASO/EtA would delete "quickl,!. with 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ ••• Rationale! 
"0 t; e- V) MIt may not be neces~ary for units to accomplish their missions quickly, but 
oto~ 

~--------------.---
..s::"'OIJ)O ra~,her acco:dir;9 to the ~p.p!~.:i<tt~ _d"eto~e_ns _s~l;le.?l:lo.e.:'~. !I;!.r.t!:!~~~e..r .v. .. 
£t::..s:: un~ts are ~.ss~on-ready

I" - - - .. I ...................................................................... .. _._
.- ::l - ~ ... __ • .! not the component ~nvolved." Response: we could substititute "with""n ~ ~ appropriate deployment times" for "quickly" but the real point -- the ability 
to end hostilities quickly -- would be lost (and indeed could be clarified by 
replacing "accomplish required ,missions" with "end hostilities") . 

SECRS'!' (HOlPORN -- 0 It AFT 
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OFFICE: OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 11.030172000 

26 MAR 1992 
POLICV 

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. LIBBY 

SOBJECT: Extracts from 18 Feb 92 DPG Draft 

Attached are two sets of extracts from the 18 February 1992 
DPG draft that are not reflected in the current working draft or 
which have changed substantively as the draft has evolved. 

Tab A identifies those issues I believe merit reconsideration 
for. inclusion in the final draft. After each extract l I suggest 
why it may- provide additional clarity or introduce a sufficiently 
worthwhile concept so as to warrant reconsideration. 

Tab B lists those extracts that I believe were properly 
deleted or reworked sufficiently to provide a more accurate 
statement of intended policy. I suggest you quickly review these 
extracts, but would add that little more need be done with them. 

The items 1 propose for reconsideration are summarized below: 

• the criterion for defining critical regions. 

• forward basing, its importance and changing nature. 

• linkages between crisis response strategy, required forces and 
programming. 

• intelligence requirements to identify possible reconstitution 
threat. 

• reference to low-intensity conflict. 

• regionally focused arms control. 

• preservation of NATO's integrated command structure. 

Consideration of these items, along with our other comments 
to the current working draft WOUld, in my view, provide for a more 
comprehensive document. I am available to discuss these matters or 
provide speCific editorial recommendations if you like. 

4At :tt;~ 
Vasser 

Assistant Deputy Under Secretary of Defense 
(Resources and Plans) 

Prepared by: Andrew Hoer..n, x?9478 cc: ~ 
CLOSE BOLD 

DECLASSIFIED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE INTERAGENCY 01...N\. R;l(?J-,A.t
SECURITY CLASSIFICATION APPEALS PANEL. 

s'r MAR 1992. \):x.~(~ 
ISCAP No. ~ooe-OO~ ,document 9 
E.O. 13526, SECTION 5.3(b)(3) 
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Extracts from 18 February 1992 
Draft D.fen~e Planning Gu~dance 
Merit~nq Further Consideration 

• p.2, n • •• prevent any hostile power from dominating a region 
whose re~Qurce$ [ana ~RPulationl cauld. under consolidated 
cQotl:Ql < generate global ",owak' If I think it is important to 
define what we mean by critical, region, lest 'We provide others the 
opportunity to define the term for us. Of the several definitions 
r have seen, this is as thorough and concise as any. 

• p .11, "Forward basing, of necessity, must become more flexible 
to accom~odate changing regional configurations and to allow for a 
more dynamic character in our alliance relationships [and crisis 
response capabilities]. This is true for our withdrawal from the 
Philippines, but it will be true elsewhere as well, including 
Panama. Basing and access arrangements will evolve as our regional 
commitments evolve, but must remain oriented on providing visible, 
though unobtrusive, presence and a forward staging area for 
responding to [and supporting) crises, large and small. t. The 25 
March draft lear.s mOre in the direction of covering forward bases, 
but I think the subject merits separate coverage along these 
line~. As much as anything, it is our forward basing structure 
that allows us to maintain global interests at acceptable cost. 
Main~aining an adequate forward base structure is critical to 
executing our strategy. 

• p. 31, "The most demanding aspect of the new strategy is the need 
to maintain the capability to respond decisively to a major 
regional contingency. Th.ts serves as the foundation for 
structuring and evaluati~f the bulk of the defense program, but it 
places particular emphas~ on several areas: high readiness to 
enable rapid response to short warning regional contingencies; 
suff.icient munitions and spares to sustain a major regional 
conflict; enhanced mobility to enable uS to deploy sizable forces 
a long distance on short notice; and a number of specific force 
enhancements growing out of lessons learned from Desert Storm. U 

The crisis response section would benefit from a concluding 
summary paragraph along t.hese lines that draws specific links 
between strategy, force, and resource requirements. Our case is 
significantly strengthened by these types of linkages. 

-----------------------------------------_._._---------------
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• p. 7, "Arms control, once the centerpiece of US-Soviet Cold War 

relations, will take on new forms in this post-Cold War era. 

There are likely to be more regionally focused initiatives to 

grapple with the enforcement of obligations under such agreements 

as the Biological and Chemical Weapons Conventions J the Missile 

Technology Control Regime (MTCR) , and the Nonproliferation Treaty 

(NPT). Innovation in approach and stricter enforcement of 
requirements will be the hallmark features of the international 
dialogue in this area, growing out of a perception that the 
international community has a major stake in controlling the 
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and advanced delivery 
systems." The reference to arms control was recently deleted from 
the introduction to the regional section. I would urge that it be 
reincorporated. 

• p. 18, If While the Uni ted States supports the goal of European 

integration; we must seek to prevent the emergence of European

only security arrangements Which would undermine NATO~ 

particularly the Alliance'S integrated command structure." A 

reference to maintaining NATO's integrated command structure is 

necessary even in a brief discussion of our policy objectives in 

Europe. 

Prepareo by: Andrew R. Hcehn, x19178 

CLOSE BOLD 
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25 Harch 1!l9~ 

Extracts from 18 February 1992 

Draft Defense Planning Guidance 


Not Reflected in Current working Draft 


Defense St~ategy Objectives 

• p.2, There are three additional aspects to this [first 
objective) objective: Fir~t, the OS must show the leadership 
necessary to establish and protect a new order that can convince 
potential competitors not to pursue a more aggressive posture to 
secure their legitimate interests. Second, in non-defense areas, 
we must sufficiently respect the interests of the advanced 
industrial nations to discourage them from challenging our 
leadership or seeking to overturn the established political and 
economic order. Finally, we must maintain mechanisms, in concert 
with our allies, to deter potential aggressors from aspiring to a 
larger regional or global role . 

• p.2, The second objective is to address sources of regional 
conflict and instability in ways that promote increasing respect 
for international law, limit international violence, and encourage 
the spread of democratic government and open economic systems. 

Waroing 

• pp.5-6, Ambiguities over warning in the new strategic 
environment pose a difficult, dual-faceted problem. At one 
extreme, many regional and local conflicts with potential to 
challenge US interests will develop with little or no notice, or 
the circumstances preceding conflict will be sufficiently 
ambiguous as to limit preparations or effectively prevent 
initiation of deterrent measures which might forestall aggression. 
At the other extreme, a resurgent global threat or general 
remilitarization of the international environment would take 
several years to materialize and likely would be accompanied, at 
first, by very subtle indicators. The challenge of warning, 
therefore, is to be poised to detect regional and local threats 
that could develop on very short notice while at the same time 
remaining alert to the potential for a resurgent global threat or 
general remilitarization --and to define mechanisms that would 
alert timely responses for either case. 

Strateqic Deterr~nce and pefense 

- -
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maintaining a range of options that provide, should deterrence 
fail, the hope of terminating conflict at the lowest level of 
violence. 

Forward Presence 

• p.12, ... pressures to reduce our forces and access to bases [in 
the East Asia/Pacific region] will constrain our presence options. 

• pp.12-13, In other regions, as the need for our military 
presence continues or as we see that some new or additional form 
of presence might further stability, we will increasingly rely on 
periodic visits of air l ground, and naval forces, training 
missions, access agreements, prepositioned equipment, exercises, 
combined planning, and security and humanitarian assistance. These 
more subtle but no less important forward presence operations moet 
tangibly reflect the evolving commitment of US military forces 
that we can expect in a dynamic global environment. This implies a 
more fluid role for our presence forces rather than an appreciable 
increase to the overall level of activity. Indeed, absent a global 
challenge l we might broadly anticipate a general decline in the 
overall level of activity recognizing a more selective use of 
military forces in overseas missions. 

Crjsis Response 

• p.13, Certainty that in a crisis US forward deployed forces will 
be reinforced quickly and carry the ultimate thre~t of theater and 
strategic nuclear weapons is an inescapable element of any would
be aggressor's strategic calculus. 

• p.14, Highly ready and rapidly deployable power projection 
forces, including effective forcible entry capabilities, remain 
key elements of protecting our interests from unexpected or sudden 
challenges. We must be ready to deploy a broad array of 
capabilities, including heavy and light ground forces, tactical 
aviation forces, naval and amphibious forces l and special 
operations forces. 

• p.14, ... our forces must remain able to respond rapidly to a 
second major regional crisis or to expand an initial crisis 
deployment in the event of escalation, also on short notice. ~ 
too has major implications for the mi~ and readiness of our 
forces. as well ap PQt~ntial apportionment of forces by theate,. 
Preparing for operations 10 differiog combat theaters places 
special training aemaoQs on tbe operating fQkcee and necessitates 
maintaining Q wide akray Of combat and support c~pabilitie~. In 
the ev~nt of concurrent )::Qntingencies. major or minor, force 
allQcatiQns and Qriorities will be determined QY the National 
Command Authority .... 

• p.15, If quick victory is not possible or the protracted nature 
of a conflict threatens to exhaust our forces our our na~ional 

CLOSE BOLO 
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will, an opponent must remain convinced that us strategic assets 
may be employed leaving no possibility of victory at acceptable 
risk.. 

• p.1S, ... crlS~S response capabilities depend on our ability to 
secure the global posture necessary for timely regional action. 
This demands that all forward presence foroes be structured in a 
way to support major regional crises, even outside their 
traditional theaters of operation. 

• p.5, The actual use of weapons of mass destruction, even in 
conflicts that otherwise do not directly engage U.S. interests, 
could spur further proliferation which in turn would threaten 
world order. Thus, the US may be faced with the question of 
whetber to take military steps to prevent the development or use 
QL~-Ot. mass Qestructioo. possible steps could include 
threatening punishment for use of such weapons through a variety 
of means, preempting an impending nuclear/biological/chemical 
attack through conventional means, or punishing the attackers if 
deterrence failed. Preemntion or punishment could involve toe 
destruction of nuclear, biological or chemical watfare facilities. 
The r~Qlljremeots fQr preemption would be very demanding j,ncluding 
adeQ;uate intelUgence, targeting data, god appro.pdate weapoos cme 
delivery systems. 

Reconstitution 

• p.1S, Our strategy must now refocus on precludin9 the emergence 

of any potential future global competito~~ 


• p.25, In the very near term, the former Soviets' large treaty

limited equipment stocks, military industrial base and recently 

demobilized forces could provide some residual capability for 

rebuilding their forces if they so decided. 


• p.26, Region-wide domination of Europe r East Asia, the former 
Soviet Union, or Southwest Asia would give such an aggressor a 
strategic base from which to pursue global expansionist aims. The 
military capability to pursue such aims would require a 
combination of modern defense industrial and technological 
capacity, and a sizeable' population base. ' 

• p.26, ... planned reconstitution forces should not "mirror 
image," in size or type, those of an aggressor. For example, the 
aggressor would face the more demanding requirements for an 
offensive strategy, while our strategic requirements would be to 
maintain adequate force ratios for a defensive strategy. 

• p.27, ... consistent with NATO alliance policy, we will ret~in 
nuclear capabilities as an option of truly last resort, which is 
perhaps particularly relevant for deterrence or defense against a 
reconstitution-type threat. ' 

S!!Cnar/NOEORN CLOSE BOLD 
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• p.27. Force reconstitution includes activities analogo~s to the 
three 	"phases» of graduated mobilization response activity 
(peacetime planning and preparations, measured responses to a 
crisis, and large scale force expansion). However, reconstitution 
strategy subsumes and expands upon such established concepts and 
capabilities as full and total mobilization and graduated 
mobilization response. The potential of reconstituting new types 
of forces is one such difference. We should investigate 
innovative reconstitution measures that may become increasingly 
useful in the future, such as new types of.' more producible but 
militarily useful equipment (and accompanying doctrines), and 
abilities to rapidly move next-generation systems into production. 

Re~iQoal Goals and Challeoges--IotrQduction 

• p.3, The demise of the Soviet Union has resulted in increasingly 
desperate conditions for the remaining true-believer Marxist 
regimes, which no longer enjoy the lavish Soviet economic 
assistance to which they were accustomed and, more importantly, 
are no longer able to count on Soviet support in a crisis. 

• p.3, Both Cuba and North Korea seem to be entering periods of 
intense crisis --primarily economic, but also political-- which 
may lead their governments to take actions that would otherwise 
seem irrational. The same potential exists in China. 

• p.4, An additional source of instability may derive from the 
break-up of multinational states that have lost their ideological 
or other raisons d'etre. 

• p.4, ... new conflicts may arise from population and 
environmental pressures. 

Europe 

• p.3, ... for the foreseeable futUre the continued fragmentation 
of the former Soviet state and its conventional armed forces have 
altered so fundamentally the character of the residual threat as 
to eliminate the capacity of the Commonwealth or its member states 
to wage global conventional war. An attack against Western Europe 
appears beyond the Commonwealth's capabilities without a time 
consuming reversal and several years of reconstitution. Even to 
threaten East/Central Europe with a limited objective attack would 
provide at least several months of warning. 

• p.l?, Increasingly RUssia is acquiring the attributes of the 
center, including the former USSR's Security Council seat in the 
United Nations and responsibility for Soviet forces still 
stationed outside the·territory of the former Soviet union. Yet, 
to date, the CIS has shown itself to be remarkably adaptable. 

• p.l?, ... democratic change in Russia is not irreversible, and 
that despite its current travails, Russia will remain the 

SSOMi/N9r9IUI CLOSE HOLD 
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members of European institutions in ways that exclude the 

admittance of appropriate new participants. 
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• p.19, The new threat environment in Europe will require a mo\e 
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strongest military power in Eurasia and the only power in the 

world with the capability of destroying the United States. 


• pp.17-l8, We should encourage Moscow to undertake significant 

unilateral conventional force reductions beyond those already 

negotiated in CFE. We should ensure that future negotiations or 

unilateral Western reductions do' not create disparities 

unfavorable to the West. In any future negotiations with Moscow, 

we should ensure that an adequate NATO theater nuclear capability 

in Europe is not jeopardized. We should ensure that any agreement 

on further conventional force reductions does not preclude US 

reinforcement of Europe or the US abili~y to respond to regional 

crises using assets in Europe. 


With regard to the residual Soviet/Russian presence and 
possible ambitions outside of the territory of the former Soviet 
Union, our goals are ensuring the completion of Soviet/Russian 
troop withdrawals from Germany and Poland, integrating the 
independent Baltic states and those former Soviet republics that 
become peaceful democracies with markets and respect for 
individual rights into overall European economic and security 
institutions, and preventing Russia l should it seek to do so, from 
reestablishing a hegemonic position in Eastern Europe. 

Outside Europe, the former Soviet threa~ in Southwest and 
Southeast Asia has been signif~cantly reduced by the Soviet/ 
Russian withdrawals from these areas and the impending end of 
military and economic assistance to former clients. The announced 
withdrawal of Soviet military elements from Cuba is another 
important step in Moscow's retreat from its former,overseas 
empire. We should continue to press Moscow to disengage 
completely from the remaining Co~munist regimes. 

• p.lS, ... our support for European integration should be 

conditioned on the premise that, as democratic consolidation 

continues in Europe, Western European institutions should be 

broadened to include all democratic European nations. We should 

resist moves to merely deepen integration among the current 


flexible US force posture, with greater reliance on air and naval 
forces and force projection capabilities, particularly strategic 
lift. 

CLOSE BOLO, 
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• p.20, East/Central European membership in the EC at the earliest 
opportunity, and expanded NATO liaison are key to this process . 

• p.20, The US could also consider extending to the East/Central 
European states security commitments analogous to those we have 
extended to Gulf states. These commitments could be extended after 
cons'Jltations with our NATO alltes and preferably in cooperation 
with other NATO states. Such commitments would bring the 
East/Central European states into the Western security network and 
help to stabilize the region. The provision of a defense guarantee 
to East/Central European states would have important implications 
for the US force structure in Europe. 

• p.20, Should there be a reemergence of a threat from the Soviet 
Union's successor state, we should plan to defend against such a 
threat in Eastern EUrope, should there be an Alliance decision to 
do so. 

East Asja/Pacific 

• p.21, Our foremost security requirement is to be able to defend 

effectively Hawaii, Alaska, US territories and the Freely 

Associated States (Federated States of Micronesia and the Republic 

of the Marshall Islands). 


• p. 21, [Maintaining preeminent military status in the region] 
will enable the US to continue to contribute to regional security 
and stability by acting as a balancing force and p~event emergence 
of a vacuum or a regional hegemon. 

- .-----_ ... . 
 .... _ _.........1 
: _~ ;.2..1,.,. Ji~. :!l~~~ J>..ay. p;J;~i..cJl.J.gr _C2at..tention to the former

I 

~- .. ------ .......... -..-... ----~ 
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• p.221 We need better intelligence yielding improved strategic 

warning to permit us to benefit from greater economy of force. 


Middle East/Southwest Asi~ 

• p.22, In the Middle East and Southwest Asia (SWAl, our overall 
objective is to remain the predominant outside power in the region 
and preserve US and Western access to the region's oil. 

• p.22, ... it remains fundamentally important to prevent a hegemon 
or alignment of powers from dominating the region. This pertains 
especially to the Arabian peninsula. 

• p.23, We must focus these [security assistance) programs to 
enabl~ them ~o mode:-nize _t_h,!=j.:_!<2~c_e..s..c _y:eq:t;.a_d~. to~~:r;. ~..ftlDSe _. _.... 
doctr1nes ana plann1ng,~ I 

,_ .... - - - .............. - .. .. .. .. .. .. .. I 
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• p.23, A substantially increased US military presence, especially 
naval and amphibious forces, more combined exercises to improve 
interoperability and command and control, increased US arms sales, 
and security assistance coordinated through a forward USCENTCOM 
co~mand element will help deter potential threats to our friends. 

---

• p.24, ... our programs must provide capabilities to meet a 
variety of potential Cuban contingencies which could include an 
attempted repetition of the Mariel boatlift, a military 
provocation, although with limited capabilities, against the US or 
an American ally, or political instability and internal conflict 
in CUba. 

• p.24, ... we need to helD stabilize and bolster the counter
insurgency capabilities of the government of:----:which is facing 
a serious and growing drug-linked insurgency:---

Withheld from public release 

under statutory authority 


of the Department of Defense 
 Prepared by: Mdrew R. Hoehn, x7947S 

FOIA 5 USC §552(b )(5) 
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New Policy Directions 
Noted in Draft Defense Planning' Guid.anee 

Policy and Strateay Section 

Preclude hostile, nondemocratic domination of regions [Europe, 
East Asia, anJthe Persian Gulf! critical to our interests, and ~ 
thereby strengthen the barriers against the reemergence of a 
global threat (pp.3 and 12; see also pp.19, 31, and 39) . 

Lead to a security corr~unity that extends to all peace-loving 

nations, including the new democracies of Eastern Europe and a 

democratic Russia, Ukraine, and other democracies of the former 

Soviet Union (p.3; see a,lso pp.7, 32 and 33). 


It is not in our interest or those of the other democracies to 

return to earlier periods in which multiple military powers 

balanced one another off in what passed for security structures, 

while regional, or even global peace hung in the balance (p.8). 


The demise of the Soviet Union and the increasing strength of 

our allies permit us to define our regional interests selectively 

and to safeguard those interests in separate regional contexts and 

at lower resource levels (p.ll). 


A future President will need to have options that will allow 

him to lead or, where prudent and practical, to act to protect our 

critical interests even in cases where very few others are with 

us. We must plan sufficient forces and programs within current 

fiscal constraints to provide such options .... (p.12). 


A critical task will be to begin preparing for tomorrow's 

[core] competencies, while gaining an appreciation of those we 

need no longer emphasize (p.l?). 


U.S. forces must continue to be at least a aeneration ahead in 

those technologies which will be decisive on f;ture battlefields. 

Future generations must have at least the same qualitative 

advantages over their opponents as our forces d:d in the Gulf War 

(p.lS) . 

• We need to be able to fight future forces through simulation 

before we buv them.r·---"-~---"---~--"·"··-··-·"·""·--·-"--' 
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• Our strateg~c nuclear forces ... provide an import~nt deterrent 

hedge against the possibility of an unforeseen global threat 

(p.20) . 
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We must ... examine more innovative ways of providing strategic 
deterr~llt• .f'p,H~~~·.·.·.· tl~ .Illi.,gp;l:.cats.o. i ,tOg .w..a.Y~. <2~ .e!l~~~~r;.g. !-~~~.~o_m..e. 

~:>f .<?u.r·\,....i Fu~ther·,·;e·;ho~id ·lind-methods-of ·being ·mOre· erf'ect:·fve.! 
by· g;I~g -to lower alert levels for some portions of the 
force ... (p.21). 

• [We must explore J _n_e.:'. ~~~s. sf. g£~r.a'!:!!J:<i~lf.9f!f'H.<!. J>!~~~Ilc.e..l••••• 
{o.rf~~ .~'L .P.f!""~~t.W..1 :, 
I .------------i • We might also 
consider increased use oj.. 8~l!e.r.Y~ .. t;<am.P_o,!l~Dt _u_nJ-;l:~ ..<2.~e..r_s~e~/.. ____ • 
additional homeporting,· __________________________________ _ • 
.----------------------------------------~---
--------_.--- L
l. __________ .I(p.24) . 

Our forces must remain able to respond rapidly to a second 
major regional crisis or to expand an initial crisis deployment in 
the event of escalation ... (p.27). (First time specific guidance on 
second major regional contingency to be given in unclassified 
context. ) 
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• Reconst itut ion now focuses• .9fJ.<:' _7_-~. ;{~.::.r• .!'"arning time I and -' ! drops the exclusive focus on l Ibut still notes the .... _--_._-----valuable nhedging" opportunities now available (p.30). 

• Our ?hallenge.C:::::::::::::;:::::: is to maintain,our, 
col1ect~ve capac1ty to defend aga1nst an aggressive reg1me 1n such 
a way that we do not disrupt future cooperation 'Nith a democratic 
state or weaken the chances of successful reform (p.33). 

• Our policy should encourage the broadening of European 
institutions to include the democracies of Eastern Europe (p.35). 

.. .~------- .. ------ .. ---------- .. -------------.----------, ~ .. - , 
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• We should encourage the\. ______-states tSl_l?1<!:t_a_.l?2!i:S;;;::~_!"'0.l,;:_ 
l!I2 _~t..c9;.b_i}.iE.Y_~12<a A.e.!D-.?S:!~!:!~ consolidation:. ____________ .... _ .. _.. _.! 
I _ 

---_._--------_._---_._.
• While continuing the opening: .. ------·- .. ----~should also have 
the means to defend it.self. In thts-sense,--t-he-U:S. should enforce 

h - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - d .. d'- - - • - -. . h d d10t e ...... _ .. _____ .. _______ .. an prov.l e .... ____ • W.lt mo ern.lze 

armaments to be used in its defense (p.37). 


Procramming SectioD 

• Scrategic forces guidance requires and addendum to the Service.-._---_.-.
POMs detailing the changes that would be required .. _______ __
accepts PNI II proposals (p.2). 


• Forward presence guidance adjusts the levels approved last 
.~~~~:_~9_:~~~t~ more robust CentCom presence t and requires a 
I .of naval presence requirements (pp.4-5i and p.3)-----_. __ .---_. 

Prepositioning guidance requires Army to retain another~:' 

brigades of equj.p!p~ll'" _(o_r_ pst~§:i.kll_e• .fll;t:iH:~ "p"r.e'p.9~j.:;iC211trt~. ~§_.

recommended by· 

~----.---------~--------------------- ______ I 

• Sustainability guidance requires, for each of the two most 

demanding Major Regional Contingency scenarios, 1) "threats to ________________ •• ____ • __ •~ ~

nt for~"·-----"-·-·--··-··----~of
-- .. _•• - .. - .. ---- .... _... -- ... 

oriented" munition k'll'·--·-"-_·_""·_-"--_·_-""·-and 2) 
"level of effort" sustainme  

operations (p.lO). 

• Reconstitution guidance sets force levels of reconstitution 

capability for the Services to provide at low cost through 

equipment stockpiles or production capability 'pp.22-23). 
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MEMO~~DUM FOR MR. LIBBY 

f 
SUBJECT: Abbreviated Scenarios for Inclusion in DPG'-- Issues? (U) 

(U) Attached for your review are the abbreviated scenarios in 
close-~o-final form (TAB A). General Powell has begun to review the 
Joint Staff's detailed versions for his personal final judgements; 
we may receive them formally as soon as early next week. You and/or
Mr. Wolfowitz may still have one or two major issues (as I have 

~______-=~~~~ the Joint Staff); MRC-Europe particularly needs resolution. 

--------------------------------------------------------i 
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ILLUSTRATIVE PLANNING S'CENARIOS 

PREFACE 

This set of Illustrative Planning Scenarios constitutes 
guidance for the FY 94-99 Defense Program appropriaLe to the 
changing security environment and new strategy. Most 
broDdly, thi~ scenario set tangibly reflecLs the shift in 
focus from a single monolithic global scenario to an array of 
regional scenarios. The uncertainty of the international 
secu1:ity environment makes it difficul~ 1:0 predicit and 
estimate the circumstances under which US military power 
might be employed. Although changing world events make some 
individual scenarios decidedly less probable than others, all 
are useful for planning under the new strategy. 

These scenarios are illustrative, not predictive or 
exhaustive. They depict plausible future events illustrating 
the types of circumstances in which the application of US 
miJitary power ~ight be required. Consistent with the new 
strategy, each scenario involves plausible ~hreats in regions 
of vital interest to the US, and corresponding achievable 
military objectives. While -these scenarios cia not represent 
the only threats which could emerge in regions vital to US 
interests, they do illustrate a substantial range of the 
kir,ds of capabil it iee US forces might have to employ in 
various regions of the world, and are therefore useful for 
analysis. 

Thjs scenario set is to be used as an analytical tool 
for the formulation and assessment of defense programs. 
While the Base Force is sized to support the elements of the 
new strategy, these scenarios e.:1able planners and: programmers 
to examine defense programs for appropriate levels of combat 
power, mobility, readiness and sustainment. The FY 9~-99 
Program Objectives MemOranda should reflect requirements 
derived largely but not solely from this scenario set. 
Although these scenarios focus largely on Crisis Response and 
Reconstitu~ion, each of the four elements of our strategy 
involve other requirements which are not fully addressed in~ 
this scenario set and yet require programming actions and 
analysis. The order in which the scenarios appear does not 
imply any regional priority for programming purposes. 

This scenario set is not intended t~ constrain planners 
=rcm adjustir.g to future changes in the strategic 
environment. Subsequent to its publication as guidance for 
formulation and assessment of the FY 94-99 program, continued 
evolution in the strategic environment, or emerging 
requirements for scenarios for other applications, may 
require the development of additional or more detailed 
scenarios. If necessary, the data presented in this set 
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should be updated for future applica~ions until superseded by 
the next DPG scenario set. However, strategic concepts and 
assumptions presented in this scenario set should generally 
be retained in any scenariOS developed for other 
applicat ions. 

Any detailed analysis of this DPG scenario set should 
use the information in the more de~ailed version developed by 
the Joint Staff and promulgated by Qfficial(s) 
on date from which these scenarios were 

derived. 
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PREFACE (U) 

........ 


(U) The following set of Illustrative Planning 
constitutes guidance for the FY 94-99 Defense Program. These 
scenarios reflect the changing security environment and the 
new defense strategy. They embody the change in focus from 
the former Soviet global war scenario to an array of possible 
regional contingencies. 

,/, 
, , 

," , .. .. .. ; 
; 

; 

.., .. , .. (U) These scenarios are not predictions of future events . 
They by no means exhaust the range of possible threats to US
interests in the planning period and beyond. AThey do not 
imply any strategic or programming priority among regions. r 
Nor do they constitute a commitment or policy decision to I 

respond in any particular way should events such as they 1 

depict actually occur. ~ fM+'\ ~b ~ct 
I 

{U} Rather, the scenarios are illustrations for technical •
analytical purposes. They depict plausible future events I 

illustrating the types of circumstances in which the 
application of US military power might be required. 
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'.. _ .. -

(~ stant NUb tbe nelll st:l'atesy, each :scenariQ ; nuol'Jes 
~§1D1!l tbreahl to OS intel/ests, ana efn'respotiding , 

aehie~able military objeeti~es. While not exhaystiveJ!1hey
~ illustrate a substantial range of the kinds of -..:tj 
capabilities US forces might have to employ in various 
regions of the world. Although changing world events make 
some individual scenarios decidedly less probable than 
others, all are useful for planning under the new strategy. , I 

(U) The uncertainty of the international security , 
environment (see the "Uncertainty" discussion in' the st:rategy I 

I 
I 
I 

section) makes it difficult in some respects, impossible -
- to project or estimate the circumstances under which US I 

military power might be employed; the size of US, I 

allied/coalition, and adversary forces that could be I 

involved; and the details of how such operations would be I 

conducted and supported. The detailed characterizations and I 

data in the scenarios address possible futUre events that 
in fact unknown. Rather, their precision is necessary to 
provide precise guidance for progra~ming, and a common 

are • 
I
• 

"yardstick" for the various Defense Components to use in _
formulating and evaluating the defense"programs. r - - _.. - -~ , 

 

(U) These scenarios are to be used as an analytic~t~;ifor
the formulation and assessment of deieAse ~~e9cam~. The : 
scenarios are not the basis for sizing overall force ,• 
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structure or the Base Force -- the overall force is sized to 
support the elements of the new defense strategy. Rather, 
these scenarios enable planners and programmers to examine 
defense programs for appropriate levels of ~;:Iil; ;=~~U'f .Jt. 
mObility , readiness and 5ustainment,(' 'i'oe ff - 9 Program 
Objectives Memoranda should (within fiscal guidance) reflect 
requirements derived largely but not solely from this __
scenario set. Although these scenarios focus primarily on ~
Crisis Response and, in one case, Reconstitution, each of the 
four elements of our strategy involve other requiremen~s 
~hich are not fully addressed in this scenario set and yet 
require programming actions and analysis -- fox example, 

strategic deterrence, forward presence, and operations in ~
widely varying climates and terrains. ~ 

• 
(U) 	 This scenario set is not intended to constrain planners.' I 

Ifrom adjusting to future changes in th~'strategic : 

environment. Subsequent to· i~s publication as guidance for' 


I

•formulation and assessment of the FY 94-99 program, continued~ 

evolution in the strategic environment, or emerging I 


requirements for scenarios for other applications, may 
 •require the development of additional or more detailed •
scenarios. If necessary, the data presented in this set 

should be updated for future applications until superseded by • 

the next DPG scenario set. However, strategic concepts and 

assumptions presented in this scenario set should generally 

be retained in any scenarios developed for other 

applications. 


•
I 

(U) The U.S. Forces listing in each Major Regional 

Contingency identifies, in addition to those forces that 

would be required to conduct fully effective counteroffensive 

operations (listed as Deploy-to-Fight Forces), extra forces 

(:isted as Overwhelming Forces) whose optional employment 	 I

•would reduce US and allied casualties and achieve victory 
more quickly and decisively. If the NCA determined that the 
pr.esence of these forces was required, major counteroffensive I 

operations would be delayed until these forces could be ••delivered to the conflict. 	 I 

(u) Any detailed analysis of this DPG "scenario set should I 

use the information in the more detailed version from which 
these scenarios were derived. 
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ANNEX A 

ILLQSTRATIVE PLAWING SCENARIOS (U) 

PREFACE {U) 

(U) The fOllowing set of Illustrative Planning Scenarios 
constitutes guidance for the FY 94-99 Defense Program. These 
scenarios reflect the changing security environment and the 
new defense strategy. They embody the change in focus from 
the former Soviet global war scenario to an array of possible 
regional contingencies. 

(U) These scenarios are not predictions of futUre events. 
They by no means exhaust the range of possible threats to US 
interests in the planning period and beyond. They do not 
imply any strategic or programming priority among regions. 
Nor do they constitute a commitment or policy decision to 
respond in any particular way should events such as they 
depict actually occur. 

(U) Rather, the scenarios are illustrations for technical 
analytical purposes. They depict plausible future events 
illustrating the types of circumstances in which the 
application of as military power might be required. 
Consistent with the new strategy, each scenario involves 
plausible threats to US interests, and corresponding 
achievable military objectives. While not exhaustive, they 
do illustrate a substantial range of the kinds of 
capabilities US forces might have to employ in various 
regions of the world. Aithough changing world events make 
some individual scenarios decidedly less probable than 
others, all are useful for planning under the new strategy. 

(U) The uncertainty of the international security 
environment (see the "Uncertainty" discussion in the strategy 
section) makes it difficult -- in some respects, impossible 
- to project or estimate the circumstances under which US 
military power might be employed; the size of US, 
allied/coalition, and adversary forces that could be 
involvedi and the details of how such .'operations would be 
conducted and supported. The detailed Characterizations and 
data in the scenarios address possible future events that are 
in fact unknown. Rather, their preciSion is necessary to 
provide precise guidance for programming, and a common 
"yardstick" for the various Defense Components to use in 
formulating and evaluating the defense programs. 

(U) These scenarios are to be used as an analytical tool for 
the formulation and assessment of defense programs. The 
scenarios are not the basis for sizing:overall force 
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structure or the Base Force -- the overall force is sized to 
support the elements of the hew defense, strategy. Rather, 
these scenarios enable planners and programmers to examine 
defense programs for appropriate levels'of combat power, 
mobility, readiness and sustainment. The FY 94-99 Program 
Objectives Memoranda should (within fiscal guidance) reflect 
requirements derived largely but not solely from this 
scenario set. Although these scenarios focus primarily on 
Crisis Response and, in one case, Reconstitution, each of the 
four elements of our strategy involve other requirements 
which are not fully addressed in this scenario set and yet 
require programming actions and analysis -- for example, 
strategic deterrence, forward presence, and operations in 
widely varying climates and terrains .. 

(U) This scenario set is not intended to constrain planners 
from adjusting to future changes in the strategic 
environment. Subsequent to its publication as guidance for 
formulation and aSSessment of the FY 94-99 program, continued 
evolution in the strategic environment, or emerging 
requirements for scenarios for other applications, may 
require the development of additional or more detailed 
scenarios. If necessary, the data presented in this set 
should be updated for future applications until superseded by 
the next DPG scenario set. However, strategic concepts and 
assumptions presented: in this scenario set should generally 
be retained in any scenarios developed for other 
applications. 

(U) The U.S. Forces listing in each Major Regional 
Contingency identifies, in addition to those forces that 
would be required to conduct fully effective counteroffensive 
operations (listed as Deploy-co-Fight Forces), extra forces 
(listed as Overwhelming Forces) whose optional employment 
would reduce US and allied casualties and achieve victory 
more quickly and decisively. If the NCA qetermined that the 
presence of these forces was required, major counteroffensive 
operations would be delayed until these forces could be 
delivered to the conflict. 

CU) Any detailed analysis of this DPG scenario set should 
use the information in the more detailed version from which 
these scenarios were derived. 
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PREFACE (U) 

(U) The following set of Illustrative Planning Scenarios 
constitutes guidance for the FY 94-99 Defense Program. 

(U) These scenarios reflect the dramatically changing 
security environment, and our new defense strategy. The move 
to use of multiple scenarios is a major innovation in defense 
planning for a new strategic era. It supports the more 
flexible approach we must take to the more uncertain 
environment we face, and it tangibly embodies our change in 
focus from the former Soviet global war scenario to an array 
of possible regional contingencies. For years we have 
generally assumed that regional contingencies required only 
If les ser- inclUded capabilities II -- subsets Of the requirements 
of the one massive scenario that was our focus. Now, absent 
the ~argin of safety that was provided by those larger 
forces, we need more nuanced examination of the broad range 
of possible regional requirements. These scenarios provide 
one basis for such examination. 

(U) These scenarios are illustrations to be used for 
technical analytical purposes only. The scenarios: 

• 	 are not predictions of future events; 

• 	 by no means exhaust the range of possible threats to US 

interests in the planning period and beyond; 


• 	 do not constitute a commitment or policy decision to 
respond in any particular way should events such as they 
depict actually occur; 

• 	 do not imply any stra~egic or programming priority among 
regions; and 

• 	 are not the basis for sizing the overall Base Force 

structure. 


While not exhaustive, the scenario set does illustrate a 
substantial range of the kinds of capabilities as forces 
might have to employ in various regions of the world. 
Although changing world events make some individual scenarios 
distinctly less probable than others, ,all are useful for 
planning under the new strategy. ' 
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(U) The uncertainty of the international environment (see 
the "Planning for Uncertainty" discussion in Section II. B. ) 
makes it difficult -- in some respects, impossible -- to 
project or estimate either the circumstances under which US 
military power might be employed; or the size of US, 
allied/coalition, and adversary forces that could be 
involved; or the details of how such operations might be 
conducted and supported. The characterizations and data in ) 

!
j

( 


these scenarios depict eve:nts in decidedly greater detail 
than can in fact be known. - Rather, the scenarios include 
such detail simply to provide precise guidance for 

programming, and a common "yardstick" for the various Defense 

Components to use in formulating and evaluating the defense 
programs. 


(U) AccordinglYr these scenarios are to be used as an 
analytical tool where necessary for the formulation and 
assessment of specific defense requirements and programs. In 
particular, these scenarios enable planners and programmers 
to devise and examine defense programs for appropriate levels 

~ 	 of mobilitYr readiness, sustainment, and modernization, and 
( 	 ~her elements of the capability to employ decisive combat 

power. They thereby help ensure balance and consistency 
among types of forces, and across various Components' , #~ 
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supporting programs. 

(U) (Detailed analysis based on this DPG scenario set -- for 
example, formulation and evaluation of speCific requirements
where necessary -- should draw as appropriate on the 
information in the more detailed version of the scenario set 
issued by ,from which these scenarios were derived.) 

(U) However/ although these scenarios focus primarily on 
Crisis Response (and in one case, Reconstitution), each of 
the four elements of our strategy involve other requirements 
that are not ~ddressed in this scenario set and yet 
also require programming actions and analysis -- for example, 


I 
strategic deterrent forces; forward presence, including such I 

activities as humanitarian assistance and combatting drug (

trafficking; and other crisis response requirements such as 

operations in widely varying climates, terrains and 

environments. 


I(U) Accordingly, the scenarios are not the basis for sizing 1 
I 

overall force structure or the Base Force -- the overall ! 

force is sized to support all the elements of the new defense 
strategy. Given the need# explained above, for a more 
nuanced examination of the full range of possible regional 
requirements facing a force now sized with less ·'margin of Ierror" for regional crises, the Department's analyses should )evaluate the level of risk inherent in carrying out the new 
strategy with that force in various regional'contexts. 
Scenarios are a useful- tool to assist- such evaluation by 
illuminating capabilities and identifying possible 
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de:iciencies, and by complementing -- as well as tangibly 
incorporating -- experienced professional judgment. But for 
this purpose, maximum; flexibility is desirable; force 
capabilities should be evaluated using the widest possible 
range of assumptions, although we must understand at minimum 
how the force performs with respect to the main areas of 
capability required, as depicted in this scenario set. 

(U) This scenario set is not intended to constrain planners 
from adjusting to future changes in the strategic environment 
or evaluating as is needed the adequacy of forces to meet ,- - _ .... --, 

d: ~ 
, , 

r\.............. .. 

other possible threats. ~fter this set is published and use
as guidance for formulating and assessing the FY 94-99 
program~ continued evolution in the strategic environment, o
the need Tor scenarios for other applications, may require 
the development of additional or more detailed scenarios. If 
necessary, the information presented in this set should be ~ 

updated or revised for future alP.lications~fimtil superseded: '" 
~ '~ 
, " 
~ " 
s',' 
• 

by the next PPBS scenario set.~However, t~e fundamental 
strategic concepts and assumptions underlying this scenario
set -- as described in the new defense strategy and policies
set forth above -- should remainjhe basis for any scenario
developed for other applications. 

(U) The list of U.S. Forces in each Major Regional 
Contingency (MRCl identifies a basic force package that would 

.... be able to prevent the enemy from achieving his ..o'pj~~tJ.lle.a.:.. ........ "', 
; ~', 
rrlval-or--· .... ~ : 
ckage that the' #

, .. #

~ 
~

t' 
~.. 

• 

I 	, 	

•, I 

I, ·..c
.. ! 

'........ 	

. .. . to stabilize the situation; and to GORsaet tfte
~~~~~~~~'~~~~~,on and/or enable the a

, itional units. Such an additional force pa
NCA ' r to 0 eration is also shown. These ,~ .. 

forces' employment would rna e phase 

shorter and more decisive with fewer casualties, although

their delivery to the conflict would entail a delay in 
:'itii~t:~ng t~eroffensive (great~r than th~ reduction in 

theJcounteroffensive's duration), during which forces in .... , 


,.... \ 
o' , 

\ 
: " , 	 ,, ,

- '~ .. 
> , " , ,, ..

theater would continue to be subject to combat operations. 
~ program planning purposes of these scenarios, (do/d
not J i~the additional force in each scenario I s 
prograrnmaticrE!'qtl-H.ement.. 	

(0) The list of O.S. Forces in each MRC includes only ~hove
• the-line~macro-leVel) combat forces, while the listings for

Lesser Rgional Contingencies provide somewhat more detailed 
information on U.S. forces. Planners and programmers should 
make appropriate assumptions regarding 'combat support and 
combat service support force, and below-the-line combat 
force, in their evaluations for capability requirements. 

(U) Lesser Regional Contingency (LRC) scenarios are provided 
to evaluate U.S. military requirements in circumstances that 
demand a more rapid delivery of the complete (but much 
smaller) U.S. force package into theater than do MRCs. 
Additionally, LRCs place greater emphasis on capabilities for 
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some types of operations that would be of less relative 
importance in MRCs -- for example, non-combatant evacuation, 
hostage rescue, and counter-insurgency operations. 

(U) A Concurrent Contingencies scenario is provided to 
reflect thestrategy's recognition that when the U.S. is 
engaged, perhaps in concert with others, in responding to a 
substantial threat, potential aggressors in other areas may 
be tempted to capitalize on our preoccupation -- and that for 
both deterrence and defense, we must not leave undue 
vulnerabilit~ This scenario illuminates the strategic 
choices and tradeoffs inherent in providing adequate response 
capability in the event of concurrent contingencies. 

(U) A Reconstitution scenario is provided to assist in 
planning for capabilities to build additional new forces to 
help preclude or respond to any future. hostile adversary who 
might threaten U.S./allied"'interests on a global scale. The 
overarching aims for reconstitution strategy, and objectives 
for reconstitution programming, are set forth in DPG Sections 
! I . D. and IV. B .. 
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ANNEX A 

PUFACE (U) 

(U) The following set of Illustrative Planning Scenarios 
constitutes guidance for the FY 94-99 Defense Program. 

(U) These scenarios reflect Lhe dramatically changing 
security environment, and our new defense strategy. The move 
to use of multiple scenarios is a major innovation in defense 
planning for a new strategic era. It supports the more 
f~exible approach we must take to the more uncertain 
environment we face, and it tangibly embodies our change in ~ _. 
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focus from the former Soviet global war scenario to an array 
of possible regional contingencies. For years we have ;
generally assumed that regional contingencies required only'
"lesser-included capabilities" -- subsets of the requirements:
of the one massive scenario that was our focus. Now, absent' 
the margin of safety that was provided by those larger .--
forces, we need more nuanced examination of the broad range 

of possible regional requirements. These scenarios provide 

one basis for such examination. 

(0) These scenarios are illustrations to be used for 
technical analytical purposes cnly. The scenarios: 

• 	 are not predictions of future eve,nts; 

• 	 by no means exhaust the range of 'possible threats to US 
interests in the planning period and beyond; 

• 	 do not constitute a commitment or policy decision to 
respond in any particular way should events such as they 
depict actually occur; 

• 	 do not imply any strategic or programming prior~ty among 
regions; and 

• 	 are not the basis for sizing the overall Base Force 
structure. 

While not exhaustive, the scenario set does illustrate a 
substantial range of the kinds of capabilities US forces 
might have to employ in various regions of the world. 
Although changing world events make some individual scenarios 
distinctly less probable than others, all are useful for 
planning under the new strategy. 
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(U} The uncertainty of the internatio~al environment (~ee ~ 
~le PloPtfti.ft! fa. W:necztalilt!j" diect!1'sslOfi in Seetd!Ofi I1.B.) "6 
makes i~ difficult ~- in some respects, impossible -- to 
project or estimate either the circumstances under which US 
mili~ary power might be employed; or the size of US, 
allied/coalition, and adversary forces that could be 
involved; Or the details of how such operations might be 
conducted and supported. The characterizations and data in 
these scenarios depict events in decidedly greater detail 
than can in fact be known. Rather, the scenarios include 
such detail simply to provide precise guidance for 
programming, and a common "yardstick" for the various Defense 
Components to use in formulating and ,evaluating the defense 
programs. 

(0) Accordingly, these scenarios are to be used as an 
a~alytical ~ool where necessary for the formulation and 
assessment of specific defense requirements and programs. In 
particular, these scenarios enable planners and programmers 
to devise and examine defense programs for appropriate levels 
of mobility, readiness, sustainment, and modernization. and 
other elements of the capability to employ decisive combat 
power. They thereby help ensure balance and consistency 
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among types of forces, and across various Components'.... _---Ill, supporting programs:, , . 
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~example, formulation and evaluation of specific requiremen
Iwhere necessary -- should draw as appropriate on the 

: information in the more detailed version of the scenario se
, issued by , from which these scenarios were derived

(U) However, although these scenarios focus primarily on
Crisis Response (and in one case, Recons~itution), each of 
the four elements of our strategy involve other requirement
that are not fully addressed in this scenario s,et and yet \ 1 
also require programming actions and analysis -- for example, ~ J
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perations in widely varying climates, terrains and . .nvJ.ronments. 

U) Accordingly, the scenarios are not the basis for sizin
verall force structure or the Base Force -- the overall 
orce is sized to support all the elements of the new defen
trategy. Given the need; explained above, for a more 
uanced examination of, the full range· of possible regional 
equirements facing a force now sized with less "margin of I 
rror" for regional crises r the Department' s analyses should j 
valuate the level of risk inherent in carrying out the new ./1 
trategy with that force in various regional contexts. 

Scenarios are a useful tool to assist such evaluation by ~ 
lluminating capabilities and identifying possible
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deficiencies, and by complementing -- as well as tangibly 
incorporating -- experienced professional judgment. But for 
this purpose, maximum flexibility is desirablei force 
capabilicies should be evaluated using the widest possible 
range of assumptions, although we must understand at minimum 
how the force performs with reSDect to the main areas of 
capability required, as depicted in this scenario set. 

(U) This 	scenario set is not intended to constrain planners 
from adjusting to future changes in the strategic environment , .. 
or evaluating as is needed the adequacy of forces to meet ,, 
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other possible threats. After this set is published and used 
as guidance for formulating and assessing the FY 94-99 
program, continued evolution in the strategic environment, or .

I 
the need for scenarios for other appliqations, may require I 

the development of additional or more detailed scenarios. If' 
necessary, the information 'presented in this set should be • , ,updated or revised for futUre applicatio 
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(U) The list of U.S. Forces in each Major Regional 

Contingency (MRC) identifies a basic force package that woul
be able to enemy from achieving his objectives; 

0 abilize the situation; 0 cdnduct tiM 
JiOeI.It7!!~ff,,8&iv;;.operat~onA and~o~nable the arrival of 
addlt.lonaI tl'n~t'~. Such an addl.tlonal force package that th
	NCA might order to rne-operation is also shown. Th 
forces' employment would make the ohase 
shorter and more decisive with fewer casualties, although 
their delivery to the conflict would entail a delay in 
starting that (greater than the reduction 
the ), during which forces . 	in 
theater would continue be ject to combat operatlon

(tpr the program planning p IS of t:t\ese scenarios, (dold
not] include the additional in e~ch scenario's 
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programmatic requirement~ 

'Y~l\j~ 	
(U) The list of U.S. Forces in each MRC includes only above
the-line (macro-level) combat forces, while the listings for 

" Lesser Regional Contingencies provide somewhat more detailed 
, • information on U.S. forces. Planners and programmers should 
,------	 make appropriate assumptions regarding combat support and 


combat service support force, and below-the-line combat 

force, in their evaluations for capability requirements. 


(U} Lesser Reqional Contingency (LRC) scenarios are provided 
to evaluate U. S. military requirements in' circumstances that 
demand a more rapid delivery of the complete (but much 
smaller) U.S. force package into theater than do MRCs. 
Additionally, LRCs place greater emphasis on capabilities for 
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some types of operations that would be of less relative 
importance in MRCs -- for example, non-combatant evacuation, 
hostage rescue, and counter-insurgency operations. 

CU) A Concurrent Contingencies scenario is provided to 
reflect the strategy's recognition that when the u.s. is 
engaged, perhaps in concert with other"s, in responding to a 
substantial ~hreat, potential aggressors in other areas may 
be tempted to capitalize on our preoccupation -- and that for 
both deterrence and defense, we must not leave undue 
vulnerability This scenario illuminates the strategic 
choices and tradecffs inherent in providing adequate response 
capability in the event of concurrent contingencies. 

(U) A Reconstitution scenario is provided to assist in 
planning for capabilities to build additional new forces to 
help preclude or respond to any future hostile adversary who 
might threaten U.S./allied interests on a global scale. The 
overarching aims for reconstitution strategy, and objectives 
for reconstitution programming, are set forth in DPG Sections 
II . D. and IV. B .. 
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